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Symposium to discuss 
media·'s courtroom role 
behold justice is done. People 
don't understand the system and 
they're afraid of it-but it's there 
for them." She added that besides 
watching the legal process, the 
journalist's job is also to educate 
people about what courts do. 
cases in the newspaper:" While 
it's important that cases aren't 
tried in the press, there is a need 
for the reporter to understand 
what is going on so that the news-
paper story will increase in ac-
curacy, she said. Lawyers have a 
lot of information in their heads 
and it would save time for the re-
porter who may not have the time 
to dig ( or know where to dig) to be 
able to talk to the lawyer about 
the case, she added. 
By Diane Dube 
"Legal Procedure, the Courts, 
and the Media" is the title of a 
symposium for reporters, editors 
and media students scheduled for 
Dec. 2 at the University of Minne-
sota Law School. The Minnesota 
Trial Lawyers Association, the 
Minnesota Chapter of the Society 
of Professional Journalists, the 
Court Information Office, the Su-
preme Court of Minnesota, and 
the School of Journalism and 
Mass Communication, University 
of Minnesota are jointly sponsor-
ing the symposium on legal proce-
dure especially designed for the 
practical needs of editors and 
reporters. 
Law students will also benefit 
from the program, according to 
Pat Hirl of -the Trial Lawyers 
Association. The program will 
give law students an opportunity 
to see the legal system through the 
eyes of someone else-someone 
who's going to be in the court-
room along with the lawyers and 
judges. 
"Since I was in law school, I've 
been hearing lawyers say how ter-
rible [media] coverage of their 
cases is; they don't know why it 
happens," Hirt explained. "Cog-
nition is a funny thing. What one 
sees depends on what one has in 
one's head. Many journalists see 
the courtroom like Perry Mason 
or Kaz. They look at the people, 
when in real life the system itself is 
a lot. more particular than that." 
Repeat policy 
changed 
Students no longer have to take a required course if 
they fail it. That was the new policy passed at the Oc-
tober 26 faculty meeting. The one exception is the 
course on Legal Research and Writing which must be 
passed before a student may graduate. 
The new policy is retroactive. Assistant Dean Cur-
tis Stine, however, urges students not to drop any 
courses they are now taking. 
Refusal to Rent 
to Cohabitors 
Ruled Discriminatory 
Judge Stephen Maxwell of 
Ramsey County District Court 
ruled recently that a landlord may 
not refuse to rent an apartment to 
a man and a woman simply be-
cause they are not married. 
Agreeing with the Minnesota 
Department of Human Rights, 
Judge Maxwell held that such ac-
tion is discrimination on the basis 
of sex and marital status. 
Howard Gelb and Anthony 
Steffel, both of Crown Builders, 
Inc., refused to rent a West St. 
Paul apartment to Howard Linsk 
and Joellen Schanke. 
Linsk and Schanke filed a com-
plaint with the Department of 
Human Rights. After conducting 
an investigation and hearing, the 
department concluded that the ac-
tions by Gelb and Steffel consti-
tuted discrimination. 
Attorneys for the apartment 
owners argued that the Minnesota 
Legislature never intended to app-
ly the ban on marital status 
discrimination to landlords. They 
based their arguments on the con-
tention that the couple probably 
would have sexual intercourse in 
the apartment and since they were 
not married the act would consti-
tute fornication. Fornication is a 
crime in Minnesota. 
Judge Maxwell disagreed. He 
said, "The petitioners base their 
entire claim on a general assump-
tion that men and women residing 
together are necessarily forni-
cators." 
Judge Maxwell also stated that 
the landlords were using the forni-
cation argument merely as a legal 
excuse for not renting to people 
with a life style that is different 
than theirs. 
Judge Maxwell also rejected an 
argument that the religious beliefs 
of Gelb, who is Jewish, and Stef-
fel, who is Catholic, would be vio-
lated by renting to an unmarried 
couple. 
The symposium was designed to 
teach reporters about the system. 
Hirl quickly added that journalists 
shouldn't see the system as law-
yers see it, because while lawyers 
are a part of the system, the other 
part of the system . is the public. 
"If the public loses its place in the 
system, the system is no good," 
she said. 
Nevertheless, she continued, it's 
important for accuracy's sake, 
that the reporter understands the 
process. 
"People see lawyers as witch 
doctors and the court system as a 
huge rain dance," Hirl said. 
"They say some magic words 
from a magic book, and low and 
The December 2 symposium for 
reporters is only the first step in 
the process of bringing the legal 
system and the media into a better 
understanding of each other, Hirl 
said. Next year the Trial Lawyers 
Association hopes to sponsor two 
programs-one a repeat of this 
beginning program, and a seeond, 
more advanced program on 
specific subject areas designed for 
people who report on the courts 
extensively. Another possibility, 
she added, would be a program 
about journalism for lawyers. 
"Lawyers have been afraid of 
the popular press for years and 
years," Hirl noted. "It stems 
from the prohibition against ad-
vertising and the fear of trying 
Asked to assess present day 
coverage of the courts, Hirl said 
coverage of the system has been 
pretty good as far as getting the 
procedure right, but there is a 
need to give the real significance 
of a case-and to do that a 
reporter needs to be able to talk to 
the lawyers and the judge. 
Participating in the one-day 
symposium will be attorneys, 
judges and professors. Registra-
tion opens at 8:30 a.m. 
In the morning sessions, crimi-
nal defense attorney Peter 
Thompson of Peterson, Thomp-
son and Delano, Minneapolis, will 
outline criminal court procedures 
and their variations in state and 
federal courts; "Finding the 
Law" is another topic with 
criminal defense attorney Monte 
M. Miller, Minneapolis discussing 
legal research and its application 
by reporters and editors; Minne-
apolis attorney Stephen Eckman 
will outline civil procedure and its 
variations in Minnesota courts; 
Winona attorney Duane Peterson 
will discuss "special term"; and 
Justice C. Donald Peterson will 
discuss Minnesota Supreme Court 
procedures. 
Professor Bernard Becker 
The afternoon sessions will in-
clude an hour long discussion of 
reporters' rights and obligations 
in various legal situations they 
might encounter while covering 
courts, seeking public documents 
or access to cl<;>sed meetings, with 
Minneapolis Star and Tribune at-· 




By Roger Haydock 
A full scale clinical course in 
juvenile law will be taught next 
semester by Professor Bernard 
Becker. The course is made possi-
ble by a $37,350 HEW grant 
under Title XI (Law School 
Clinical Experience Program). 
Monte M. Miller will chair a 
session of mock trial vignettes, a 
series of mock court actions sur-
resent individual juveniles who rounding a murder case, including 
have problems stemming from voire dire examinations, suppres-
their placement in a location other sion of evidence hearing, exam-
than their home. This representa- ination and cross-examination, 
tion will consist of advocating the and an instruction to the jury. 
juvenile's interests in proper care, Other participants will include 
confinement, rehabilitative and Hon. Joseph Summers, Ramsey 
vocational programs, medical County District Court Judge; 
treatment, and related areas. John tierney, head of the criminal 
Details of the clinic have not . division of the Hennepin County 
b~en formalized ye~, but s~udents ocontmued on page 12 continued to page 10 
Will represent clients m the ,~=~"""'"~,=~-~11,.~~~ 
juvenile justice system in the Twin i 
Cities. Students will have the op- POL Li 
portunity to perform all the t{ 
lawyering skills an attorney would . _ ; 
perform at the two distinct stages ' I 
of the juvenile justice program. fil'. How much alcohol do you consume each week? I 
Law students will represent indi- ; ) 
vidu_al juveni!es an~ par~nt~ ac~u- , i 
ally mvolved m the JUvemle Justice ill O drinks 10 13 to.18 drinks 3 ~1 
system, beginning with the initial f [ 
intervi~w and continuing through ii 1-6 drinks 40 19 or more drinks 5 i 
t~e tr~~! of the case_ or other j . I 
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Demystifying Our Profession 
No one has to remind law students that they work hard 
to get through law school; especially around finals time. 
We all make important sacrifices and put a tremendous 
amount of energy into learning the trade of becoming a 
lawyer. For some 104 students this will be the last round of 
exams before graduation. All of us, whether we are a 
graduating senior or not, should be proud of what we have 
accomplished so far. ' 
But what is our hard work teaching us? What kind of a 
role in society do we plan on playing as a lawyer? Do we 
have the attitude that because; we've worked so hard to 
become a lawyer we deserve everything we can get for 
ourselves from here on out? Has our training earned us the 
right to wealth and status? To ithis last question we might 
answer, "Yes, we're professiorials, aren't we?" 
But what does it mean to us to be a professional; a 
member of a profession? 
A professional is commonly known as someone who has 
some special skill or knowledge. But that definition is im-
precise. A skilled roofer might be called a professional 
roofer but the roofing business is usually not called a pro-
fession. These days a profession is an organization of indi-
viduals that has convinced the rest of society that they 
deserve special status and respect because of the unique 
skill or knowledge they posses. And the best way to con-
vince society that your knowledge is unique is to mystify it 
so that it becomes inaccessible to the general public. People 
will then have to come to your group and pay to have the 
knowledge explained to them. 
Originally the term profession applied only to theology, 
law, and medicine. But more and more groups are catching 
on. Teachers, scientists, and a number of other occupations 
are now known as professions. Before long the list may in-
SBA PRESIDENT . 
elude computer technicians, realtors, and so on. 
Commonly, the function of a professional is to use his or 
her special knowledge to serve the needs of those currently 
in power. To help maintain and expand the controlling cor-
porate and government interests in our society. Law school 
teaches us primarily how to protect those who have prop-
erty and wealth. Lawyers can't afford poor clients. Increas-
ingly the poor will only have meaningful access to a lawyer 
through government funded institutions such as Legal Aid. 
In the future some access may come through group legal 
services. But despite the greater numbers of lawyers in our 
society, the fact remains that large numbers of our people 
continue to be prohibited from obtaining legal representa-
tion. 
There are other characteristics of a profession. One in-
volves an avowed service to society and another is special 
ethical standards. Both of these also contribute to the 
mystification of the profession. 
Every occupation provides a service to society. The fact 
that we respect one occupation over another merely indi-
cates our current values, not any intrinsic worth for that oc-
cupation. Special ethical standards arise within each pro-
fession out of a desire to be left alone by the rest of society 
so that the professionals won't be challenged in exercising 
their authority. The lawyers' Code of Professional Respon-
sibility institutionalizes the idea that we are somehow spe-
cial people that can only be judged by other lawyers. 
Lawyers are held accountable only to their profession (not 
to society), and only to the extent necessary to further the 
interests of that profession. 
One big reason why lawyers have their code of ethics is 
because the position of power and privilege we enjoy in-
volves great temptation to which, despite the best of train-
ing, many of us succumb. The problem of unethical con-
duct lies not in improving the calibre of law students but in 
changing the role of the lawyer in society. 
We need to narrow the gap of wealth and status between 
lawyers and the rest of society. We need to make the knowl-
edge of law more accessible and less hierarchical. We need 
to demystify all so-called "experts" and professionals. Dif-
ferent people will always have special, unique skills but the 
control over how those skills will be used should be in the 
hands of everyone. This means that clients should have 
much greater power over picking lawyers and control over 
what they do. Lawyers have a responsibility to seek ways of 
giving up some of their power. 
Lawyers need to become more like amateurs. An 
amateur is one who exercises his or her special skill or 
knowledge without expecting a special reward for it. Ama-
teurs don't accumulate information and experience solely 
for personal use. They understand that knowledge comes 
from the combined experiences of everyone and thus 
should easily be made available to all. Every person has 
some unique skill. In a world of amateurs there would be 
no need for professionals. 
Amateurism is the idea that the large mass of less trained 
people must necessarily participate in the making of de-
cisions that affect their lives in order for society as a whole 
to prosper. Amateurism is not a return to a simpler past, or 
anti-technology, or anti-specialization as such. It is an atti-
tude; a way of treating all people with respect. The role of 
the lawyer needs to be demystified and redefined so that we 
are more equal members in society. 
We can still take pride in the knowledge and skills we are 
acquiring in law school. We must, however, guard against 
the elitism of professional-like behavior. Our task is to 
decide how we are going to put this knowledge to work as 
amateurs. :. (.. 
AL BONIN 
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Will New Food Service Menu 
Bring Garlic Bread and Candlelight? 
Putting aside all the other criti-
cisms that one may have about 
our student lounge, one thing is 
for sure, it lacks character. In an 
attempt to remedy that fact, as 
well as provide better food ser-
vice, the Board of Governors of 
the SBA was almost tempted to 
turn the lounge into an Italian 
restaurant. 
The SBA at its last meeting con-
sidered various proposals for im-
proved food service at the college. 
One offer, which the Board was 
told it couldn't refuse, was sub-
mitted by Gia Como's Deli on 
Snelling A venue. The proposal 
would offer Mitchell students fif-
teen varieties of cold submarine 
sandwiches for between $130 to 
$1.65. All subs, along with the 
basics would include the ingredi-
ents that make it happen such as 
lettuce, tomato, oregano, and oil 
and vinegar. Each day a hot sub-
marine would be offered such as 
eggplant parmegiana, meatball, 
veal and peppers, and sausage and 
peppers. Other offerings would 
include homemade soup, chips. 
beverages, a salad bar on the two 
busiest nights, and if the demand 
arose, nightly dinner specials in-
cluding lasagne, ravioli, man1-
cotti, and spaghetti. 
All basic food preparation 
would be done at Gia Como's Deli 
with the final preparation td be 
done at the food service arei,t of 
the college. While the equipment 
for the basic operation would be 
purchased by Gia Como, the SBA 
would have to pay for the neces-
sary incidentals such as the red-
checkered table cloths, wine 
racks, candles lights and strolling 
violin players on the two busiest 
nights. 
The second proposal discus&ed 
was from one of the largest food 
and vending corporations in the 
Twin Cities, Canteen Company of 
Minnesota. Under the proposal, 
Canteen would take over both the 
manual and vending food service. 
Their "triple S concept" features 
a choice of two varieties of hot or 
cold delicatessen sandwiches, 
soup or a large salad from a self 
service salad bar. The recom-
mended price for either the sand-
wich or the salad would be around 
$1.75. In addition to the sand-
wiches, one or two complete hot 
meals would be served each day 
with the preparation being done at 
Canteen's kitchens. To avoid 
menu monotony, different sand-
rotating basis. 
The final proposal considered 
by the Board and the one believed 
to be the most promising is one 
submitted by Best Food Services 
Incorporated. Besides offering 
reasonably priced cold sand-
wiches, soups and a complete self-
service salad bar, it would offer a 
new dimension to Mitchell stu-
dents. Under the Best proposal 
hot items would be prepared right 
on the premises. 
Along with an attractive 
modular service counter, an elec-
tric grill would be installed to 
prepare such hot delights as 
reuben's, patty melts, hot dogs, 
ham and cheese, sausage, eggs and 
more. However, due to space limi-
tations and the prohibitive cost of 
a ventilation system, items which 
smoke a lot during preparation, 
such as hamburgers, could not be 
made on the grill. 
wiches, hot meals, salads and In order for the proposed plan 
desserts would be offered on a to be successful, it would entail an 
WMCLDEAN 
BRUCE BURTON 
Dean Bruce Burton declined to submit a column 
for this issue of the Opinion. 
OPINION 
expenditure of over $8,000.00 for 
equipment. Dahlco Vending, the 
company presently running the 
vending operation at the college 
has had a close working relation-
ship with Best Foods for a number 
of years. Dahlco Vending has 
agreed, should we decide to go 
with the Best proposal, to pay the 
cost of initiating the proposal. It 
was also suggested that the em-
ployees at the manual food service 
could help monitor the vending 
operation to insure the best food 
service possible. 
A final decision on the food ser-
vice will be made shortly. It is 
clear that any change in food ser-
vice at the college will not take 
place for at least a couple of mon-
ths, however, don't be surprised if 
after you come back from the 
holiday break, the sign outside 
reads "William Mitchell College 
of Law and Pizzaria." 
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By Bob Davis 
A mistrial was declared recently 
in a first-degree murder trial in 
Ramsey County District Court 
because of possible prejudicial 
publicity from a newspaper story. 
The story appeared in the St. 
Paul Dispatch on the morning 
following the conclusion of the 
jury selection and it revealed that 
the defendant had pied guilty to 
a lesser charge and then with-
drawn it some nine months 
earlier. The story was written by 
courthouse news reporter, Bruce 
Nelson. 
Due to the possibility that the 
already-chosen jurors may have 
become aware of the earlier guilty 
plea, Chief District Judge Ronald 
Hachey granted the request by de-
fense counsel for a mistrial to en-
sure the defendant's right to trial 
by an impartial jury. 
Under Minnesota Law, evi-
dence of plea negotiations is inad-
missible at trial. But once a guilty 
plea is made it becomes public in-
formation even if it is later with-
drawn by the defendant. 
It seems then that the right to an 
impartial jury can come in conflict 
with the rights of free press and a 
public trial. 
Judge Hachey told the Opinion 
that his decision to call a mistrial 
"was a close call." If there had 
been "sufficient distance" be-
tween the publication and the 
trial, given the minimal exposure 
of the single story, it would 
"probably not have been preju-
dicial." But "since the trial was so 
close to publication, this case was 
within the danger zone" of preju-
dicial publicity. 
There was "no intention by the 
Court to condemn or criticize the 
newspaper for the mistrial," 
Hachey added. " The paper was 
hot in violation of the law. The 
press has a right to publish, but 
should also, as a matter of respect 
for the rights of the accused, exer-
cise judgment as to what is ·and 
what isn't printable." 
' 'There was no mistake on my 
part," Dispatch reporter Nelson 
told the Opinion. "I would do the 
same thing again, and all my col-
leagues agree they would do the 
same. If Judge Hachey had specif-
ically requested that the earlier 
change of plea not be mentioned 
in the newspaper until after the 
verdict, the story might have been 
different. But the decision would 
have been passed down to the 
editors." 
NEWSWORTHY CASE 
Nelson felt the trial was news-
worthy because of the prolonged 
judicial proceedings. The defen-
dant was tried more than 13 
months after the alleged offense 
was committed. In the months 
following his arrest, the defendant 
pied not guilty, went to trial, then 
changed his plea to guilty to a 
lesser charge, then withdrew the 
plea, once again went to trial, sub-
mitted to psychiatric examination, 
was found incompetent to stand 
trial, participated in probate court 
commitment proceedings, then 
underwent involuntary hospital-
ization, was eventually found 
competent and again entered the 
judicial process for criminal trial. 
Nelson commented, "Readers 
would wonder why the defendant 
was denied a speedy trial. When 
the case comes up for trial again, 
this mistrial as well as the earlier 
change of plea will be relevant 
background information due the 
reader." There's no real problem 
in this case because this "is not a 
big story," said Nelson. "If it 
were an important story, a case in-
volving celebrities or important 
people, then it would be more cru-
cial to inform the readers of po-
tentially prejudical facts. But in 
that kind of situation a change of 
venue would probably be required 
by the notoriety of the event any-
way." 
"The role of the 
judge is to in-
sure that undue 
publicity doesn't 
jeopardize the 





"Close press-court relations are 
the key to preventing conflict with 
the press and publication of pre-
judical information," said Judge 
Hachey. "When a cooperative 
relationship exists, such as the 
Court allowing reporters access to 
chambers and files (even going so 
far as to print extra copies of 
orders for reporters) then 
reporters are more willing to exer-
cise appropriate discretion in writ-
ing their stories ." Hachey stressed 
that when he has been able to 
develop the "equilibrium" he pre-
fers in his relations with the press, 
he has always found that the 
"threat of a mistrial has been suf-
ficient to induce greater restraint" 
by reporters. In fact, without a 
close working relationship, "more 
of a problem could potentially de-
velop." 
Nelson disagreed with Hachey's 
remarks saying, "I don't want a 
cozy relationship with judges." 
Prior to covering the courthouse, 
Nelson reported on politics. "I 
worked to avoid too close a rela-
tionship with legislators, the gov-
ernor and politicians. While. the 
reporter-source relationship can 
become too adversarial (curtailing 
a reporter's effectiveness by alien-
ating his sources) too close a rela-
tionship is no good either." If a 
reporter becomes too friendly 
with the people and institutions he 
is covering, "he'll protect the ob-
jects of his story, suppressing im-
portant but damaging facts and 
becoming ineffective that way." 
Nelson said that he tries to 
maintain a middle ground as the 
key to continued effectiveness, 
and still continues to enjoy cordial 
relations with the judicial per-
sonnel. But if he were to "uncover 
solid information on judicial mal-
feasance, it would be reported, 
regardless of the offensiveness to 
those involved and the animosity 
that would result.'' 
Nelson confessed that before 
printing the story he had no idea a 
mistrial could ensue. But he add-
ed, "I was present during voir 
dire; some jurors, when asked if 
they had read any pre-trial pub-
licity, had answered, 'yes' but 
were still put on the jury." 
Nelson commented that in some 
situations, "the press has not only 
a right, but also a duty to publish 
things._ on the public record." 
When asked of the possible con-
flict between the first and sixth 
amendments, Nelson conceded, 
"I'm not so flippant or inflexible 
as to say that if information is 
public it is publishable." He 
pointed out, however, "I'm not 
an officer of the court; my pri-
mary obligation is to my readers 
to print the full story with all the 
facts." 
While the role of the press is to 
inform the public of reportable 
events, Judge Hachey com-
mented, ''The role of the judge is 
OPINION 
to insure that undue publicity 
doesn't jeopardize the defend-
ant's right to a fair trial." The 
judge fulfills this responsibility by 
"an ad hoc determination, on a 
case by case basis" without any 
magic rules or guidelines. 
Hachey referred to the Trimble 
case (where the defendant was ac-
cused of being the caller when a 
police officer was ambushed and 
killed while responding to a tele-
phone complaint), when Judge 
Marsden, a fellow district court 
judge, had to change the venue to 
Rochester because of the ex-
tensive, and largely hostile, public 
response to the incidents from 
which the charge was derived. 
"My primary 
obligation is to 
my readers to 
print the full 





When asked how effective he 
felt the formal, procedural op-
tions available to a judge were for 
dealing with the situation he fac~ 
ed, Hachey rejected closure of the 
courtroom as of doubtful legality 
and sequestration of the jury as 
"a horrible imposition and pro-
hibitively expensive,'' particularly 
when a long trial is in the works. 
Whether cautionary instruc-
tions to the jury, to disregard ad-
verse extra-courtroom informa-
tion, can be effective, "depends 
on the circumstances" and should 
be tested by asking "can the jury 
really shut out the prejudical 
publication from his mind?" 
Generally Hachey disfavored cau-
tionary instructions, finding it 
"unfair to ask a juror to attempt 
to 'split his or her mind'. A juror 
should be allowed .to come in.to 
court with an empty mind," unex-
posed to see the case outside the 
courtroom. 
Hachey was completely opposed 
the Court and press. Perhaps a 
gag order might have to be issued 
in the interests of justice, but only 
in flagrant situations." Hachey 
noted that the situations he knows 
of where gag orders were issued 
were all reversed; anyway, he has 
never found orders directed 
coward the pn:sr necessary: 
"Whenever I've asked for coop-
eration, I've gotten it." 
Hachey said that his preference 
is to declare a mistrial wlienever 
there has been "something mis-
stated or aecidentlv disclosed, or 
when there's possibly been pre-
judical publicity. Then jf that is 
insufficient, a change of venue 
should be ordered." When there 
is "no court-press cooperation, a 
change of venue is the- ofi.ly real 
remedy we have to correct such a 
situation.'' 
Stressing the need for mutual 
understanding and cooperation 
between the i r~ and the courts, 
H achey concluded that "i f there is 
real conflict between the press and 
the court, then the problem accen-
tuates the prejudice to the mind of 
the public. Then the public is 
more likely to remember and any 
waiting period will be insufficient 
for a potential juror to forget. The 
press has rights, too, and if a 
Court abridges those rights, it on-
ly makes more news." 
Nelson emphasized that this 
case was a unique situation. "I 
was only doing my job. My obli-
gation is to report things in such a 
way that the casual reader gets an 
understanding of the operation of 
the court system. The procedural 
history needs to be reported so the 
reader has a correct and accurate 
impression of the judiciary and 
why it operates as it does. In this 
situation over a year had passed 
between arraignment and trial, 
and all the pertinent facts needed 
to be revealed to keep the public 
from thinking the judiciary in-
efficient. ' ' 
"Reporters and lawyers work 
with different rules," he con-
tinued. Reporters don't have legal 
training and "when doing a story 
they don't think like a judge or 
lawyer. A reporter's concern is for 
the facts and how to assemble 
them into a readable story. If I 
had left out the fact of the with-
drawal of the guilty plea, then I 
would have violated the reporter's 
rule to include all the essential 
totheuseof'gagorders', "except facts in a story." 
in the extreme situation where 
there is no cooperation between Bob Davis is a third year student. 
Court dicta is chilling news· to party hosts 
By Rob Plunkett 
Dicta from recent Minnesota 
Supreme court decisions may put 
a chill on your holiday gatherings. 
The court appears to be heading in 
the direction of holding a social 
host liable for injuries caused to 
another by the host's intoxicated 
guest. The host would be held 
liable for breaching a public duty 
of refraining from the dispensing 
of alcoholic beverages to intoxi-
cated persons. 
Since the social host is no longer 
liable under the Minnesota Civil 
Damages Act, the court could 
hold the host liable under com-
mon law negligence, a broader 
civil action. 
In 1977 the Minnesota Legis-
lature amended Minn. Stat. 
§340.95 by deleting "giving" with 
reference to "selling, bartering or 
giving" intoxicating liquor. The 
section as amended creates a cause 
of action for one injured in per-
son, or property, or means of sup-
port against any person who, by 
illegally selling or bartering intoxi-
<:ating liquors, caused the· intoxi-
cation of such person, for all 
damages sustained. 
This amendment was proposed 
to change the result reached by the 
Minnesota Supreme Couurt in the 
1975 case of /Ross v. Ross, 294 
Minn. 115. In Ross, the parents 
and the guardian of the minor 
child of decedent brought suit 
against the defendants who had 
gratuitously provided the minor 
decedent with liquor. The Court 
held that the Civil Damage Act, 
§340.95, imposed liability on any 
person furnishing liquor in viola-
tion of law, including those who 
are not commercial vendors but 
who merely provide liquor gratui-
tously as an act of hospitality. 
The fact that the Legislature has 
now exempted the social host 
from the Civil Dama2e Act's lia-
bility does not insulate the pur-
veyor of good spirits from poten-
tial common law liability. The 
Civil Damage Act only covers the 
barter or sale of statutorily de-
fined intoxicating liquors. Minn. 
Stat. §340.401(2) defines intoxi-
cating liquor as that containing 
Data privacy-rules unveiled 
BJ Jeallifer Bloom 
Invasion of privacy has taken 
an interesting turn since 1890 
when two authors, Samuel War-
ren and Louis Brandeis, wrote 
their famous law review article 
lashing out at what they con-
sidered to be a scandalous and li-
centious press. 
Today, the growth of govern-
ment bureaucracies has brought 
with it another development: a 
growth of data collection, storage, 
and retrieval systems and devices. 
In one sense, these systems sum up 
our pride in new technology and 
symbolize our perpetual desire for 
efficiency. In quite another sense, 
they represent for many a danger 
in having the government know 
too much about its citizens. 
Americans are finding it neces-
sary to curb government action 
that is invading their privacy. 
The competing interests of (1) 
the government's need for ac-
curate statistical data, (2) the 
public's right to see the records of 
the entities that it financially sup-
ports, and (3) the individual's 
desire for protection from inva-
sion of privacy are being balanced 
by state and local governments on 
virtually a yearly basis. 
In i941, the Minnesota Legisla-
ture passed the Official Records 
Act. Minn. Stat. §15.17. This act 
requires that people employed by 
the public keep records that are 
necessary for the public to have a 
full and accurate knowledge of of-
ficial activities. It also provides 
that public records be available to 
the public. 
Don Gemberling, third year 
William Mitchell student and 
manager of the Data Privacy Divi-
sion of the Department of Ad-
ministration, explained that the 
Official Records Act is not a full 
fledge freedom of information 
act. "The act," he said, "does not 
provide a structure like the Fed-
eral Freedom of Information Act 
does. There are no duties placed 
on agencies to give information to 
people, there are no clearly deline-
ated exceptions, and there is no 
structure for appeal." 
Minn. Stat. § 15.162, in 1974. 
This act limits the government's 
use and dissemination of data that 
identifies individuals by classify-
ing it into three categories: public 
data which is data that is access-
ible ,to everyone, private data 
which is data that is made private 
by law but is available to the sub-
ject of that data, and confidential 
data which is data that has very 
limited dissemination and is not 
available to the subject of the 
data. 
The Data Privacy Act gives the 
subjects of data the right to be in-
formed of the intended use of re-
quested information, the right to 
see their files, and the right to con-
Don Gemberling 
test the accuracy of the contents 
of their files. Subjects who dis-
cover inaccuracies in their files 
may compel corrections. They 
may also go to court and recover 
damages for noncompliance with 
the disclosure requirements of the 
law. 
The Data Privacy Act also 
makes certain individuals, "re-
sponsible authorities," account-
able for compliance with the act. 
There are gaps between the Of-
ficial Records Act and the Data 
Privacy Act. For example, the 
Data Privacy Act defines public 
data that is accessible to the public 
in accordance with the provisions 
of the Official Records Act. But, 
the Official Records Act does not 
The Minnesota Legislature state what records are public, it 
passed the Data Privacy Act, merely says that public records 
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must be accessible to everyone. In 
a 1968 case, Kottschade v. Lund-
berg, 160 N.W.2d 135, the court 
held that notes used in preparing a 
report were not public records 
under the Official Records Act. 
According to Gemberling, 
many public bodies are classifying 
their data as nonpublic based on 
this "gap theory." 
In an effort to m1mmtze the 
gaps and to clarify ambiguities, 
the Data Privacy Division devel-
oped rules for the Data Privacy 
Act. These rules were presented to 
the public at an October 31 hear-
ing. 
The proposed rules took three 
years to complete, according to 
Gemberlin~. who was one of the 
authors of the rules. They define 
terms used in the Data Privacy 
Act, establish procedures concern-
ing collection, use, and dissemina-
tion of data, and define and im-
plement duties of state and local 
officials who are responsible for 
data on individuals. 
Gemberling said that the 
language of the proposed rules 
must be general enough to allow 
implementation by the wide range 
of entities that are governed by the 
law. "The size of these entities," 
he continued, "ranges from 27 
people in the city of Funkley to 
about 1 million in Hennepin 
County." 
The proposed rules require thar 
responsible authorities establish 
procedures that will provide ac-
cess to public data. When asked 
about requiring that the proce-
dures be written, Gemberling ex-
plained that such a requirement 
would not be reasonable in many 
situations. Gemberling cited 
Funkley as a good example. 
"With its 27 people," Gemberling 
said, "the written procedure 
might be longer than all of the 
public records." 
Gemberling expressed concern 
over the number of entities that 
haven't made attempts to comply 
with the law. He said the major 
reason was that they didn' t know 
what the law said. The addition of 
a written procedure might slow 
compliance even further. 
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greater than 3.20Jo alcohol by 
weight. 
In the 1973 case of Trail v. 
Christian, 298 Minn. IOI, the 
Minnesota Supreme Court stated 
that 3.2% beer can intoxicate just 
as thoroughly as statutorily de-
fined intoxicating liquor. The 
The proposed rules attempt to 
clarify the status of arrest infor-
mation. The rules make arrest in-
formation, data that is reasonably 
contemporaneous with arrest and 
incarceration, public until the ar-
rested pany is either released or 
appears before a judicial officer. 
During this time, arrest informa-
tion is available to anyone who re-
quests it in writing, by personal 
appearance, by telephone inquiry; 
or by any other means. 
The rules have met with some 
criticism. John Diehl, attorney for 
the University of Minnesota Hos-
pitals, disagreed with the 
classification of medical records 
as private. He said that unl~ss 
medical records are released, a 
process that is governed by Minn. 
Stat. §144.335, they should be 
confidential. Diehl also recom-
mended adding provisions that 
would allow subjects of confiden-
tial data to see that data. 
Representatives from insurance 
companies found problems with 
the notarization requirement for 
release of private data. Under the 
rules, a subject who wants to 
release data by written release 
must have his/her signature notar-
ized. Insurance companies fear 
that this requirement might delay 
third party payments. 
According to Gemberling, 
about 350 pages of comments 
have been submitte!i to the Hear-
ing Examiner. The public hearing 
procedure required that comments 
on the proposed rules could be 
submitted until November 20. 
The Hearing Examiner will 
prepare a report of the findings of 
fact and recommendations and 
present it to the Commissioner of 
Administration. If the Commis-
sioner amends the proposed rules, 
the amended rules will be sub-
mitted to the Chief Hearing Ex-
aminer, who will decide if the 
amendments warrant an addi-
tional public hearing. 
Gemberling is not surprised by 
the extensive comments. "The 
rules," he said, "are legislative in 
nature. You must find a compro-
mise. But the subject of data pri-
vacy is one that people are not 
very willing to compromise on. " 
Court then strictly read the Civil 
Damage Act and held the illegal 
conduct (sale of 3.2 beer to minor) 
outside the purview of the statute. 
But the Minnesota Court, not 
likely to leave a resident plaintiff 
without a remedy if one can be 
fashioned, found it timely to es-
tablish common law negligence 
for the sale of 3.2% beer to 
minors. This holding of common 
law liability overturned a series of 
prior decisions establishing no lia-
bility outside of that imposed by 
the Civil Damage Act. 
The basis for the previous non-
existence of liability was that the 
proximate cause of the injury was 
the consumption of the liquor, 
and not the sale to the tortfeasor. 
This proximate cause hurdle was 
cleared by the finding of a duty 
owed to the injured party. This 
duty might be created by a liquor 
control statute prohibiting the fur-
nishing of alcohol to a minor or 
any intoxicated person. 
In Minnesota, Minn. Stat 
§340. 73 includes a sale to public 
prostitute in addition to the two 
above categories in the definition 
of an illegal sale. [Thus if you par-
ties include guests with meretri-
cious occupatioos, be careful, for 
potential liability could result 
from accidents even where only 
one drink was provided to your 
sober guest.] 
A duty to the injured party may 
also arise out of standard com-
mon law principles. The standard 
of care is that a social host should 
refuse to serve alcohol to a guest 
where a reasonable prudent per-
son would not permit the guest.. to 
consume alcohol. Violation of this 
duty creates an unreasonable risk 
of harm to the traveling public. 
The Restatement (Second) of 
Torts §302, 302A recognizes that 
an act may be negligent if the ac-
tion re,llizes or should realize that 
it involves an unreasonable risk of 
harm to another through the neg-
ligent or reckless conduct of a 
third person. 
The requisite causation factor 
has been provided if the defend-
ant's negligence is a substantial 
factor in causing the injury, and 
the intervening act was reasonably 
foreseeable. 
Therefore it is clear that the 
essential elements of a negligence 
cause of action are present. The 
question is whether the court will 
acknowledge the action. 
In Fitzer v. Bloom, 253 N.W. 
2d 395 (1977) the Minnesota Su-
preme Court stated that a com-
mon law action will be allowed 
where the Civil Damage Act does 
not apply. This holding was re-
cently reaffirmed in the Blamey 
case decided by the court in Sep-
tember, 1978. The Fitzer holding 
greatly expands the scope of negli-
gence actions. The Trail holding 
that a negligence action will lie 
against the vendor of 3.2% beer 
sale to a minor no longer demar-
cates the limits of the action . 
It is essential to note that the 
Trail, Fitzer, and Blarney suits 
were all brought against commer-
cial bendors, not social hosts. Dic-
tum in the Ross case points to the 
result the court would reach if 
social hosts were involved. The 
continued to page 13 
DWI charge can be defended 
By Sally Oldham 
Minnesota has a tough statute 
to deal with drunk drivers. 
Under its provisions, an indi-
vidual stopped for suspicion of 
drunk driving has two choices: 
submit to a breath or blood test to 
determine whether he/she has a 
blood alcohol concentration of 
. lOOJo or more; or refuse · such 
testing and risk drivers license 
suspension under the implied con-
sent law. At first glance, the 
statute seems to force an inevit-
able suspension if the driver is, in 
fact, drunk. But as Assistant Min-
netonka City Attorney Steve 
Simon explains, there are defenses 
to the dilemma. 
A typical DWI (Driving While 
Intoxicated) arrest proceeds as 
follows: The police spot a driver 
who appears drunk, They pull the 
driver over and if the individual's 
speech patterns, motor activities 
and breath corroborate the sus-
picion, the police will take the 
driver to a police station. At the 
station the police explain the law 
and inform the driver of his/her 
rights, on:e of which is the right to 
call an attorney. The call does not 
have to be a private one, but the 
police cannot use anything they 
overhear against the driver. It is 
usually at this point that the at-
torney has the first contact with 
the client. 
Before the attorney can advise 
the driver whether or not to sub-
mit to testing, he/she must find 
out the following: 
- Was there an accident? 
-If so, was ther-e any property 
damage or personal injury? Were 
there any serious injuries? 
-Did the police actually see the 
individual driving the car? 
Under the statute, the penalties 
for DWI are much stiffer if the 
violation causes grievous bodily 
injury or death. But the ques-
tions are relevant for another 
reason. If the police did not ac-
tually see the individual driving as 
though drunk, they cannot re-
quire the chemical testing unless 
there was an accident involving 
personal injury or property 
damage. So, if, for example, the 
police found the driver at a gas 
station or if a citizen reports the 
drunk driving, no test can be re-
quired. 
Secondly, the attorney should 
find out: 
-Does the driver have any 
prior DWI or alcohol-related con-
victions? 
- Has his/her drivers license 
ever been revoked? 
-Does the individual have a 
Minnesota drivers license or a 
license from another state? 
If the driver has other convic-
tions on record for alcohol-related 
violations, the DWI penalties can 
be stiffer. Furthermore, the prose-
cutor and judge will generally be 
less forgiving if the driver has been 
around before. Sometimes then, it 
might be better to refuse testing 
and take the civil revocation 
rather than risk imprisonment 
under the criminal statute. If the 
driver is from out of the state, it is 
usually advisable to refuse testing 
since it is questionable whether 
other states will enforce the civil 
revocation. 
Finally, the attorney should ask 
the following: 
-Can you live with a restricted 
license for six months? 
Many attorneys, including 
Steve Simon, suggest that a driver 
is often better off refusing the test 
and thereby avoiding the risk of 
DWI conviction on record and the 
expense of defending the charge. 
It is up to the judge in the civil 
hearing to determine what restric-
tions should be placed on the indi-
vidual's driving. Usually a person 
can get a license to drive to -and 
from work. In terms of insurance, 
most companies treat a DWI 
conviction and a civil revocation 
equally. 
If the attorney advises the client 
to refuse the test, the driver 
should be told not to say anything 
to the police and to refuse (po-
litely) to participate in any tests 
whatsoever. In fact, the attorney 
should speak to the officer on the 
telephone and tell him (politely) 
that the individual has no state-
ments to make and will not take 
part in any tests. Furthermore, the 
driver should write very plainly on 
the form supplied by the police, 
"I demand a hearing," so as to 
comply with the statutory pre-
requisite for a civil hearing. 
If the client decides to submit to 
which can create serious problems 
for the prosecution. 
It is sometimes advisable for the 
attorney to go down to the police 
station. For example, if the driver 
had consumed all of his/her 
alcohol in a short period of time 
just before being picked up, the 
attorney might want to have a sec-
ond test run on the driver for the 
purpose of the "last drink" de-
fense. Because alcohol is not im-
mediately absorbed by the body, 
the blood alcohol reading will in-
crease within the next one to one 
and a half hours following the last 
drink. Therefore, if the first test 
showed a reading of, say, .14% 
and the second test .17%, and if 
the defense could prove at what 
time the driver had has/her last 
drink, there is a basis for asserting 
that the driver's blood alcohol 
concentration was less than .10% 
at the time of driving. If the at-
torney does go down to the sta-
tion, he/she should arrange to 
have someone close to the driver 
also go down who can later tes-
tify that, based on past personal 
observations, the driver did not 
appear drunk ("He always acts 
that way!"). 
If the driver submits to testing 
and "flunks," the attorney should 
always consider going to trial on 
the charge. The first step is to in-
vestigate whether any other ex-
planations would account for the 
allegedly "drunk" behavior of the 
defendant which would refute the 
officers' probable cause for stop-
ping the driver in the first place. 
- Had the driver taken any 
prescription drugs? 
-Was the driver suffering from 
any physical problems which were 
not related to alcohol? 
- Were there any mechanical 
defects in the car? 
Once the attorney has analyzed 
the factual situation for any and 
all possible defenses, the next con-
sideration is the trial strategy. 
Simon suggests the following: 




who will challenge the reliability 
of test results. 
-Consider resolving the case at 
the arraignment stage. 
-Always request a jury trial. 
-Make sure your client makes 
all court appearances. 
-On voir dire, question jurors 
as to their feelings toward drink-
ing and feelings toward the relia-
bility of machines (way to make 
argument that machines are fall-
ible). 
-Subpoena the breathalyzer. 
-Never stipulate to anything 
(blood drawer may not be avail-
able). 
-Make the state prove the 
.10% blood alcohol concentration 
at time of driving. 
-Remind jury of the margin of 
error for breathalyzer (reading 
depends on many factors - how 
hard the person blows into the 
machine, applicability of the aver-
age factor mechanism to your 
client, etc.). 
-Evaluate your prosecutor and 
your judge. 
In his experience with OWi's, 
Simon has found that most de-
f ense attorneys will not go to trial 
on the charge because of the 
complexities that are involved. 
Simon calls this state of affairs 
"tragic." 
Although the foregoing is by no 
means a complete list, it will hope-
fully demonstrate that a DWI ar-
rest is not as hopeless a dilemma 
as it first appears. 
testing, he/she is given a choicer:~----------------:------------_;_-------------=-..:......-
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for a breath test, the police must 
wait 15-20 minutes after stopping 
the driver before administering 
the test to allow the effects of any 
foreign substanc~ such as breath 
sprays, gum, and mints, to wear 
off. During this waiting period, 
the driver must be under personal 
observ.ation to insure that he/she 
doesn't put any other foreign 
substances into his/her mouth. 
In the out-state areas, the police 
are supposed to verify the ac-
curacy of their breathalyzers by 
doing preliminary sample tests. In 
St. Paul the police typically take 
two tests to guarantee accuracy. 
Minneapolis police use their 
equipment so often that they are 
not required to test the machine 
before giving each test; instead, a 
periodic check of the machine is 
required. The test administrator 
should be someone other than the 
assisting officer. The breathalyzer 
gives a reading in terms of blood 
alcohol concentration by means of 
an average factoring mechanism. 
This mechanism has been derived 
through hundreds of tests which 
correlated breath readings with 
blood alcohol test results. If the 
attorney is retained to represent 
the client on a DWI charge, the 
above procedure should be thor-
oughly analyzed to determine if 
any technical objections to the 
testing can be raised at trial. 
If the driver opts for the blood 
test, he/she will be taken to a local 
hospital where the blood will be 
drawn. The sample is then sent for 
analysis to a laboratory, usually to 
the Bureau of Criminal Apprehen-
sion. Because a blood test is 
generally more accurate and is 
handled through a clinical proce-
dure, it is difficult to attack the 
results. However, the attorney 
should consider whether the chain 
of custody of the sample can be 
confirmed and whether the blood 
drawer meets state standards. 
Simon estimates that in the metro 
area, there is a 30% chance that 
the person who drew the blood 
will be unavailable for testimony 
It is currently estimated that 
100/o of the drinking population in 
the United States is alcoholics. By 
way of comparison, it is estimated 
. that 20 to 35% of the legal profes-
sion are alcoholics or are other-
wise chemically dependent. Con-
servatively speaking, this means 
that of the 8,000 attorneys practic-
ing in Minnesota, fS many as 
2,000 of then1, or one .:>ut of every 
four, are alcohol and/ or drug 
abusers. 
Knowledge o[ the high in-
cidence of the disease among the 
profession coupled with an aware-
ness of the ruinous ·effects that 
alcoholism has on an aitorn-ey•s 
family, on his or her own health 
and life expectancy, and on the 
lawyer's representation of clients, 
led a small group of attorneys in 
1976 to form an organization 
which is known today as Lawyers 
Concerned for Lawyers (LCL). In 
the two and one half years since its 
inception, LCL has grown from 
the original six or seven to a mem-
bership of over 90 judges and at-
torneys, all of whom are members 
of the bar and who are either re-
coveting alcoholics or are indi-
viduals with a deep concern for 
alcoholism as a result of personal 
or professional experience. 
The primary function of LCL is 
to arrange for an attorney's family 
or other concerned persons to 
confront the attorney with his or 
her alcoholism. The goal of this 
confrontation is to get the indi-
vidual to agree to accept help. 
Once this is accomplished, LCL 
provides follow-up assistance in 
three areas - admission to a treat-
ment center, participation in an 
AA chapter and involvement in 
LCL activities. In most cases, 
LCL recommends that the at-
torney or judge participate in all 
three areas of the recovery pro-
cess. 
The process is typically 
motion by a confidential 
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call from a family member or a 
colleague to the LCL office in 
Minneapolis. As much informa-
tion as possible is obtained from 
th_e caller. The information is then 
verified through confidential in-
vestigation by a team of three 
LCL members. The purpose of 
this initial investigation is to in-
sure that the referral is an authen-
tic one and not motivated by rea-
sons unrelated to alcoholism. If 
further investigation is indicated 
and if LCL has the support of the 
family, the team will make confi-
dential inquiries of other persons 
who would be aware of the alco-
holism - family members, part-
ners, friends, doctors. If, after 
this process, there is unquestion-
able evidence of alcoholism or 
chemical dependency, the team 
will arrange for a confrontation. 
Confrontations can be staged any-
where and have been held in the 
office of a partner, in a judge's 
chambers, at the LCL office and 
even in a private luncheon room. 
Diane Naas, Executive Secre-
tary of LCL and chemical 
dependency counselor, em-
phasizes that the process "is not a 
witch hunt. LCL carefully checks 
its information and there have 
been times when we have not 
taken cases." She explains that 
'' alcoholism is a progressive dis-
ease which is fatal unless arrested. 
Every individual needs help; an 
alcoholic can't do it alone." 
Confidentiality is a must for the 
LCL operation so that families, 
friends and colleagues can feel 
free to divulge helpful informa-
tion. No disclosures concerning 
the alcoholic are made outside of 
LCL without the express consent 
of the individual. It is for this 
reason that LCL is not allied with 
any bar association or ethics or 
disciplinary bodies. 
LCL is a nonprofit Minnesota 
corporation for charitable pur-
oses. In the b · it was fi-
nanced entirely through voluntary 
member contributions. Today 
funding . comes also from grants 
from the Minnesota S~i1,te Bar 
Foundation,. the Hennepin Coun-
ty Bar Association and the Minne-
sot_a State Bar Association. 
As for law students with drink-
ing problems, LCL has handled a 
few referrals and is open to help in 
any way it can. The referrals that 
do come in are dealt with in the 
same way as attorney or judge re-
ferrals. LCL has found that. his-
torically, law school is where 
heavy drinking starts for many at-
torneys which may eventually lead 
to abuse. Ms. Naas suggests that 
law students who are concerned 
about their drinking pattern might 
contact a WM alumni who is a 
member of LCL. 
The typical alcoholic is a cap-
able, charming and sensitive indi-
vidual who ranks in the upper 
15'lo of the intelligence percentile. 
Alcoholics are also usually highly 
educated as is evidenced by the 
fact that the medical profession 
and the clergy also have a dispro-
portionate number of alcoholics. 
With all that going for them, why 
do they become alcoholics? 
There is, of course, no easy 
answer to the problem of alcohol-
ism. At this point, there is no way 
of preventing the disease. The on-
ly hope lies in groups such as LCL 
and AA which provide a way to 
confront the situation and a sys-
tematic program of recovery. 
Alcoholics - seldom seek help on 
their own. But for the families and 
clients of alcoholic attorneys, it is 
at least arguable that an adult 
should be left to make his or her 
own decision about drinking. 
However, when drinking begins to 
impinge on the lawyer's duty to 
his clients, the problem becomes a 
problem for the whole profession 
and necessitates a professional 
response. 
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Mattson Sr.'s campaign ads prompt complaints 
By Diane Dube 
The campaign for the Min-
nesota Supreme Court seat now 
held by Rosalie Wahl was tainted 
with charges by a statewide citi-
zens group that some of the ads 
used by challenger Robert W. 
Mattson Sr. were false and mis-
leading. The group claimed that 
complaints about the ads were fil-
ed with the Lawyers' Professional 
Responsibility Board. 
R. Walter Bachman, director of 
the board, confirmed that the 
Ethics Committee of the Henne-
pin County Bar Association is in-
vestigating complaints against 
Mattson but, because of rules gov-
erning the investigation process, 
could not say how many com-
plaints had been received. 
The group calling itself Citizens 
for Judicial Ethics called a press 
conference on Oct. 19, announc-
ing that more than 50 persons had 
filed complaints alleging viola-
tions of Canon 78 of the Minne-
sota Code of Judicial Conduct by 
Mattson, and charged Mattson 
with using false and misleading 
advertisements misrepresenting 
the role of the Supreme Court Jus-
tices and the judicial system. The 
group also said complaints alleged 
that Mattson acquiesced in the 
printing and showing of campaign 
literature confusing the position 
he was seeking with that sought by 
his son, a candidate for state 
auditor. 
Although the substance of.com-
plaints filed with the Board are to 
be kept confidential under the 
procedural rules governing the 
Board, the group went public to 
explain the role of the judiciary to 
Minnesota citizens, according to a 
spokesperson for the group. 
Mattson, in an interview last 
week, told the Opinion any state-
ments he has will be made to the 
Lawyers' Professional Responsi-
bility board, and that even the 
question as to whether the matter 
should have been made public by 
the citizens' committee "is still 
before the Board." Mattson also 
said that there are "other prob-
lems in this whole area." He de-
clined to say if he himself had fil-
ed any complaints with the Board, 
but did say he felt the newspapers 
used "unfair and distorted state-
ments relative to my position." 
Mattson said he's waiting to 
hear from the Board and that he 
didn't know "what they are do-
ing.". 
The Board may have to balance 
the judicial canons and first 
amendment rights to free speech, 
although there is no evidence that 
Mattson will use that argument. 
Complaints filed with the Law-
yers' Professional Responsibility 
Board are investigated by the local 
bar unit, with recommendations 
forwarded to the Board. Recom-
mendations of warnings or letters 
of suggestion are handled by the 
Board and do not become public. 
More· severe sanctions such as 
suspension or disbarment are 
referred to the supreme court and 
become public recofd. The 
accompanying story discusses the 
role of the Board and the rules of 
procedure the Board follows. 
The Citizens for Judicial Ethics, 
in its Oct. 19 press release, specif-
ically cited Canon 6 of the Code 
of Judicial Conduct which pro-
vides that a candidate· "should 
maintain the dignity appropriate 
Peg~ 6 
to judicial office, and should en-
courage members of his family to 
adhere to the same standards of 
political conduct that apply to 
him.'' The canon also states that a 
candidate "should not make 
pledges or promises of conduct in 
office.'' 
At issue were two ads placed in 
Twin Cities newspapers . One pur-
ported to show a scorebox of sorts 
with Wahl's won-loss record. The 
ad, one attorney said, failed to 
distinguish between her trial court 
record and her appellate court 
record, failed to state that the 
record was compiled during her 
work with the state public de-
fender, failed to state that most 
state public defender clients have 
already been found guilty in the 
trial court and that a large per-
centage of criminal convictions, 
including state public defender 
cases, are affirmed by the 
Supreme Court. 
A second ad criticized Wahl's 
dissent on a criminal sexual con-
duct case, implying that she was 
not in favor of convicting sex of-
fenders. That dissent, the attorney 
explained, was grounded upon the 
procedures of the police in making 
the arrest, not Wahl.'s position on 
criminal sexual conduct. 
Minneapolis attorney Stephen 
Patrick Doyle has been identified 
as the spokesperson for the citi-
zens' committee. He explained in 
a recent interview that the com-
mittee was made of up lawyers 
from all over the state who wanted 
to be sure the public understood 
the role and responsibility of the 
Supreme Court. The 40 people in 
the committee were concerned 
about the legal profession and the 
judiciary's role in the profession, 
he added. The committee hasn't 
been disbanded, but it is no longer 
functioning. 
The committee was the result of 
"spontaneous reaction" to the 
first ad published, Doyle said. He 
said he talked with a couple 
friends about what would be the 
most appropriate way to respond 
to the ad, and learned that others 
were concerned too. Doyle and a 
few friends decided to get together 
to talk about the situation and 
about 20 people showed up at the 
meeting, having heard about it 
through a sort of lawyer's grape-
vine. 
First, Doyle said, we wanted to 
be sure no one on the committee 
was associated with Wahl's cam-
paign . Then the group determined 
that because of the nearness of 
election day, it would not be suffi-
cient if individuals filed com-
plaints with the Lawyers' Profes-
sional Responsibility Board. They 
felt it was necessary to explain the 
role of the judiciary to the public. 
There were two issues, Doyle 
said . The first was whether the 
conduct was correct under the 
code which requires candidates 
for judicial office to comply with 
the Code of Judicial Responsibili-
ty. He refused to comment further 
on that saying the proper forum 
for that is before the Board. 
The role of the citizens group 
was directed at the second issue: 
free speech. 
"We were angry and wanted to 
be sure the public understood law-
yers were not sitting back on 
this," Doyle said . "I'm not thrill-
ed we had to go public, but it was 
a practical rea)ity (with the elec-
tion so close) . No one complained 
about our going public. We've 
heard that people were pleased so-
meone spoke up and took a posi-
tion." 
Doyle was cautious about say-
ing anything about the substance 
of the matter. 
"It would be inappropriate fo~ 
a lawyer to continue to harp pub-
lically about the ads, " he said. "It 
would be out of line for a lawyer 
to comment about what the out-
come should be. I'm sure Matt-
son felt the ads were appropriate 
and they were done in good faith. 
I don't care to bring the matter 
back in the public light." . 
Boards investigate 
professional code violations 
When a lawyer appears to have 
violated one of the Canons of 
Ethics, a complaint to the Law-
yers' Professional Responsibility 
Board sets in motion a process of 
determining if that person is con-
ducting her/himself in accord 
with his/her professional ethics. 
The process includes investiga-
tion of the complaint through a 
pre-established procedure and 
disposition with options of dis-
missal of the complaint, dismissal 
with a letter of suggestion to the 
subject lawyer, a private warning 
to the lawyer, further investiga-
tion by another body, suspension 
from the practice of law for a 
period of time, suspension from 
the practice of law for a period of 
time, or disbarment. 
The Minnesota Supreme Court, 
which is the ultimate judge in 
determining if a lawyer should be 
suspended or disbarred, has 
characterized the object of the 
proceedings as not punishment for 
the lawyer, but protection of the 
court in the interest of the public 
good. [In re Rerat, 224 Minn 124, 
28 N.W. 2d 168 (1947).] The court 
also said the disciplinary proceed-
ing is not the trial of an action or a 
suit between adverse parties, but 
an inquiry or investigation by the 
court into the conduct of one of 
its own officers to determine 
her/ his fitness to continue as a 
member of the legal profession. 
Just as complaints against 
lawyers are addressed to the 
Lawyer's Board, complaints that 
a judge has violated the Code of 
Judicial Conduct are brought 
before the Board on Judicial Stan-
dards. On recommendation of the 
board, the supreme court may 
retire a judge for action or inac-
tion that may constitute "per-
sistent failure to perform his ( or 
her) duties . . . or conduct pre-
judicial to the administration of 
justice that brings the judicial of-
fice into disrepute." (Minn. Stat. 
490.15). The statute also spells out 
other reasons for removal relating 
to disability, retirement, and ac-
tions against the judge pending in 
a criminal court. 
Anyone, la wy-er or non-lawyer, 
ma_y file a written complafutabout 
a lawyer or judge with the- proper 
board. In_ Randall v. Brigham, 74 
U.S. Wallace 52J (186~) the 
United State Supreme Coun 
noted that it is not necessary that 
proceeclings against attorneys for 
unprofessional° conduct .shoul.d be 
fo unded upon formal al legatioµ& 
agajn:st them. "Such proceedmgs 
are often in titated upon informa-
tion developed in the process 6f a 
cause; or 'from wha_t lhe court 
Local unit investigated 
259 complaints last year 
Complaints filed with the lawyers' board are referred to the district 
bar associatlon for investigation. and recommendations. LasLyear the 
Hennepin County Ethics Committee of the .Hennepin County Bar 
As.s.ociation investigated 259 complaints, 147 of which (56.7 per cent) 
were dismissed . Dismissal of the complaint with a letter of suggestion to 
the lawyer under investigation was the dispo ition of 49 complaim . 
Twency-nine of the lawyers ( I J .2 per ceo.t of the tom plaints) received a 
priva te warning. The ethics committee recommended further investiga-
tion of 17 complaints (6.6 per cent} and other clisciplinary actk>.n for 
another 17 complaints_ The committee recommended disbarment for 
one attorney, probation for one attorney, and suspension for two at-
torneys. 
The majority of comp laintJ; were for neglect of a legal matter en-
trusted to them and fail ure to carry out the legal objectives of the client 
(102 com plaints). The comminee. .recommended dismissal of 69 of the 
complaints; probation was recommended in one case. 
There were 32 complaints of gen·eraJ conduct adversely reflecting 
upon fitness to practice law; the commictee recommended dismissal of 
22 of the complaints; suspension was recommended in one case. 
A summary of the committee's recommendations was published in 
the September-October 1978 edition of the Hennepin Lawyer. 
Composition of the Boards 
The Board on Judicial Standards, which handles ccmplaints a6out 
judges' conduct is-made up of nine people-one district court judge ap-
pomted by the Minnesota District Judges Association; one probate 
court judge appointed by the Minnesota Probate Judges Association; 
one m unicipal court judge appointed by the Minnesota Municipal 
Judges Association ; two lawyers appoirued by the board of governors of 
the Minnesota State Bar Association; and four ~itizens appointed by the 
governor with the advice and consent of the senate. The members serve· 
staggered four year terms. 
Like the judicial board, the Lawyers' Professional R~ponsibility 
Board is made up of both lawyers and non-lawyeTS. The chairperson is 
appointed by the-supreme court and serves· a maximum of six years. 
There are J 5 lawyers on the board, nine of whom are nominated by the 
Minnesota State Bar Association. Six non-lawyers serve, appointed 6y 
the supreme court. All members serve a maximwn of 2 three-year ~ans. 
handling c.omplaints a.bQut lawyers. 
OPINION 
learns of the conduct of the at-
torney from its own observation. 
Sometimes they are moved by 
third parties upon affidavit; and 
sometimes they are taken by the 
court upon its own motion. All 
that is requisite to their validity is 
that, when not taken for mitters 
occurring in open court, in the 
presence of the judges, notice 
should be given to the attorney of 
the charges made and opportunity 
afforded her/him for explanation 
and defense. The manner in which 
the proceeding shall be conducted 
so that it be without oppression 
and unfairness, is a matter of 
judicial regulation." 
In Minnesota, the supreme 
court has spelled out the rules 
which follow the civil procedure 
and evidence rules of district 
court. (See Minnesota Rules on 
Lawyers Professional Respon-
sibility and Minnesota Rules of 
Board on Judicial Standards.) 
Because of the seriousness of 
the matter and the fact that most 
complaints can be handled with 
only a letter of suggestion or letter 
of warning, the rules require con-
fidentiality of all matters before 
both the Iaw}ers' board and the 
judicial boa,d. The rules govern-
ing the judicial board stipulate 
that all record.; filed and proceed-
ings held before both the referee 
who is the fact-finder and the 
judicial board which determines 
disposition are ccinfidential while 
a recommendation for discipline, 
removal or retirement is filed by 
the board in the supreme court. 
Every witness is sworn to confi-
dentiality. 
However, if a judge is public-
ly charged with involvement in 
proceedings before thr board re-
sulting in substantial u•,hirness to 
him/her, the board is permitted, 
at the request of the judge in-
volved, to issue a short statement 
of clarification and correction, 
and later a short explanatory 
statement if there is no basis for 
continued to page 12 
Students find new clinic 'interesting' 
By Diane Dube 
The hearings before the Ethical 
Practices Commission concerning 
the Socialist Workers' Party's re-
quest for an exemption from the 
campaign disclosure laws is one 
example of the kinds of cases law 
students work with in the admini-
strative law clinic program. 
Twelve law students are en-
rolled in the program, working 
with Mitchell Professor Melvin 
Goldberg and the chief hearing ex-
aminer for the state, Duane 
Harves. It's a new clinic which is 
gaining popularity among 
students. Last semester, five 
students enrolled in the clinic for 
two credit hours. This semester 
more students applied than there 
were places for-some opting for 
a year-long, four credit program, 
others for the semester-long, two 
credit program. 
"I'm terribly excited about it," 
Harves said in a recent intervew. 
A 1967 graduate of William Mit-
chell, Harves was named chief of 
the independent office of hearing 
examiners which was created in 
1975 by the legislature. Twelve 
full-time hearing examiners and 11 
on a contractual basis handle all 
the rule making and contested 
cases for the different state agen-
cies, except for unemployment 
compensation, workmen's com-
pensation and federally funded 
appeals from the Department of 
Public Welfare. 
Administrative law is an in-
creasingly important area of the 
law. The legislature writes the 
laws, but delegates the authority 
to the state agencies to adopt the 
rules to implement those laws, 
Harves explained. So after lobby-
ing the legislature to adopt a law, 
the lobbyist also has to lobby the 
state agency to get the law imple-
mented. Also, anyone in the gen-
eral practice of law can't escape 
appearances before a state agency, 
he continued. A lawyer has to 
know administrative law, has to 
know the ins and outs of the pro-
cess. A bank seeing a charter must 
apply for a license. A homeowner 
wishing to cut weeds from a lake-
bed needs a permit. A request to 
build a power plant goes through 
numerous agencies including the 
Environmental Quality Board, the 
Pollution Control Agency and the 
Department of Natural Re-
sources. A request for a variance 
to erect a sign along a freeway 
goes to the Department of Trans-
portation. 
One offspring of this increased 
interest in administrative law is the 
compilation of agency rulings. 
Currently there is no such compil-
ation, Harves explained. A person 
can't discover, for example, what 
the Department of Welfare for 
nursing home rates under Title 9, 
a proceeding setting standards for 
proper insulation of current resi-
dential property under the Depart-
ment of Transportation, and a 
contested case in the Department 
of Inheritance Tax concerning a 
gift in anticipation of death. 
Laine said she enrolled in the 
clinic for three reasons: her 
friends had enjoyed it, Goldberg 
is a good instructor, and she an-
ticipated having to deal with ad-
ministrative agencies when she 
gets into corporate law after 
graduation. Laine has accepted a 
job in the corporate legal depart-
ment at 3M Corporation. 
- ------- ---- - --------------- --------------. the agencies have ruled about nur-
SWP gets exemption 
sing homes. The hearing ex-
aminers' rules were recently 
amended, requiring state agencies 
to send copies of their decisions to 
the hearing examiner's office. 
Goldberg, Harves and Mitchell li-
brarian Carol Florin are discuss-
ing the possibility of naming Mit-
chell Law School as the official re-
pository for these decisions. 
Students in the one-semester 
program generally handle three 
cases, with at least one rule-
making proceeding and one con-
tested hearing. Those enrolled in 
the year-long program are assign-
ed to more complex hearings 
which may involve many issues 
and several days of testimony. 
Lori-Jean Gille, who is taking the 
year-long program, has already 
sat through eight days of testi-
mony concerning a license revoca-
tion before the Board of Dentis-
try. "I've learned more about 
teeth than I ever want to hear in 
my whole life," she quipped. Gille 
also was assigned to the SWP 
hearing. 
The Minnesota Ethical Prac-
tices Board decided Nov. 28 to 
grant an exemption to the Social-
ist Workers Party (SWP) from 
disclosure of names of campaign 
contributors to statewide races. 
State hearing examiner Melvin 
Goldberg, a William Mitchell pro-
fessor, recommended the board 
grant the exemption which it had 
originally authorized, provided 
that the exemption terminate with 
the end of the 1978 election's cam-
paign reporting period. The SWP 
would therefore have to seek 
another exemption in two years 
for the 1980 campaign reporting 
period. 
In a memo to the board earlier 
this month, Goldberg said that the 
evidence presented during a hear-
ing last September showed that 
"one or more members of, or con-
tributors to, the [SWP] or its af-
filiated groups could establish by 
clear and convincing evidence that 
they have, do and will suffer eco-
nomic reprisals, possible loss of 
employment and threats of 
physical coercion because of their 
identification with the [SWP] and 
its related groups.'' 
Potential supporters and possi-
ble contributors are dissuaded 
from supporting the SWP because 
of the fear that disclosure of their 
identity would result in possible 
economic reprisals and govern-
ment harassment , thus abridging 
the freedom of association of 
members and contributors, the 
hearing examiner concluded. 
Minnesota law requires candi-
dates and political parties to dis-
close the source and amount of 
contributions received, but per-
mits exemptions to be granted for 
minor parties which can demon-
strate that, as a result of the dis-
closure of the names of campaign 
contributors and supporters, these 
people will suffer economic re-
prisals, loss of employment or 
physical threats. 
On July 18, 1978, the Ethical 
Practices Board, which is respons-
ible for enforcing the statute, ex-
empted the committee from hav-
ing to disclose the source of loans 
and contributions in excess of $50 
for legislative candidates, and in 
excess of $100 for constitutional 
offices for a .wo year period. All 
other reporting and recordkeeping 
requirements, however, would 
have to be fulfilled. The SWP has 
received exemptions in 1974 and 
1976 for a two-year period. 
Challenging that Board's deci-
sion and thus prompting the Sep-
tember hearing on the matter were 
citizens Marlene Reid of St. Paul 
and Robert J. Erhard of Hopkins. 
In his memo to the board, 
Goldberg also recommended that 
the state legislature amend the ex-
emption provisions to provide an 
automatic exemption for minor 
parties. He pointed out that the 
expense of seeking an exemption 
is financially burdensome for a 
minor party which works with a 
small budget. The need for disclo-
sure of contributors' names is 
much less compelling in the in-
stance of the minor parties which 
tend to have clearly identifiable 
backers and goals, he noted. Ma-
jor parties, on the other hand, 
represent a -whole spectrum of 
interests and philosophies with 
contributions made for a variety 
of reasons. Disclosure to prevent 
corruption is, in the instance of 
the major parties, more justifiable 
and necessary, he added. 
Secondly, Goldberg continued, 
it is unlikely that any minor party 
will have the effect of a "spoiler" 
in an election. Since a minor party 
in Minnesota is defined as a party 
garnering less than 5 per cent of 
the votes in a general election, ex-
empting minor parties from the 
disclosure requirements should 
not have a significant impact on 
the election. Should the minor 
party ever gain greater acceptance 
from the Minnesota electorate, 
disclosure would be required 
unless the party could establish 
the need for an exemption under 
the current system. 
The legislature could consider 
placing a ceiling on the amount of 
funds received so that in the event 
a minor party raised a significant 
amount of money (at least 
$10,000), it would not be auto-
matically exempt from the disclo-
sure laws, the hearing examiner 
added. 
Goldberg based his recommen-
dation for the exemption on the 
following: 
-Prior findings of fact and 
conclusions of the State Ethical 
Practices Board when exemptions 
were granted in 1974 and 1976; 
-The recent findings and con-
clusions of Federal district courts 
in Washington D.C. and the 
neighboring State of Wisconsin 
that there are local acts of harass-
ment, and evidence of widespread 
government surveillance and har-
assment on the national level; 
- The opinion of the Federal 
Election Commission (FEC) 
which opposes a permanent ex-
emption for the SWP at a national 
level, but recommends a disclo-
sure exemption through 1981; 
-And the evidence of continu-
ing threats and hostile acts against 
persons and property -identified 
with the Minnesota SWP. 
Students in the clinical program 
work with hearing examiners on 
both rule-making proceedings and 
contested cases. Their duties in-
clude researching the issue in the 
case, attending the hearings, and 
writing the draft of the eKaminer's 
findings and recommendations. 
Linda Close, a January 1979 
graduate, worked on a case for the 
Board of Private Detectives and 
Protective Agents on the suspen-
sion of a detei:tive agency license. 
She also worked on a Department 
of Commerce, Banking Division 
hearing formulating rules for 
banks which establish detached 
facilities. Close took the clinic on 
the advice of a classmate who was 
in the program last year. She 
found it an excellent way to get a 
perspective on state agencies. 
Sue Laine, another January 
graduate, found the course "very 
interesling." She noted there was 
more writing to do than she had 
anticipated, but added that she 
learned to read cases with a 
"jaundice eye," from a judicial 
mindset rather than the adversary 
point of view. Her cases included 
a rule-making proceeding under 
What makes the program uni-
que is the fact that Minnesota is 
one of the few states which has an 
independent hearing examiners 
office. Most states have examiners 
assigned to specific agencies. With 
the consolidation, students have 
the opportunity to work with sev-
eral agencies. Students can get in-
volved in almost any agency, 
Goldberg said of the clinic: trans-
portation, pollution, environ-
ment, welfare, nursing homes. 
There are 150-60 areas since every 
state agency has potential for rule-
making. 
In order to enroll in the clinic, 
students must have taken admini-
strative law. But, Goldberg cau-
tioned, before taking administra-
tive law, students should take con-
stitutional law, evidence and civil 
procedure. 
When you need 
Supreme Court Briefs 
in a hurry . .. 
There's no reason to panic. Finished Art Services can guarantee 
you the quick and reliable service expected of an approved 
printer of briefs. Conveniently located in Suburban Minneapolis, 
we have daily pick-up and delivery service throughout Hennepin 
County ... so you can devote yourself to law and leave the 
legwork to us. So, the next time you want a brief fast, phone the 
people you can count on for quick and reliable briefs ... from 




• • • But we're faster! 
Finished Art Services 
6801 West Lake Street 
Minneapolis, MN 55426 
Phone: 926-5403 
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Landlord Versus Tenant 
Repair and Deduct Bill Discussed 
Burke 
Opinion ~ What is the general 
economic situation facing tenants 
today? 
Burke - The economics of the 
housing industry at this point, 
particularly the rental housing in-
dustry, is just abysmal. There is 
no new construction going on. 
The vacancy rate in the city of St. 
Paul has been declining steadily 
for the last three or four years and 
now is hovering someplace around 
1 OJo for rental housing. The 
federal Housing and Urban Devel-
opment (HUD) agency and the 
housing industry always cites a 
5% vacancy rate as being a good, 
stable market. 
The vacancy rate influences all 
of the conditions tenants face. If 
you have a significant vacancy 
rate then landlords have to accom-
modate their tenants with regard 
to rents, maintaining the 
premises, and the conditions of 
any evictions, because they want 
somebody in those apartment pay-
ing rent. When you've got a va-
cancy rate like there is right now, 
where if a landlord puts an ad in 
the paper he or she immediately 
gets 20 calls for that one apart-
ment, the landlord doesn't have to 
accommodate anybody. The law 
certainly doesn't require him or 
her to. 
Opinion - While I was waiting to 
interview you this morning you 
got a number of calls. What were 
they about? 
Burke - One of them dealt with a 
landlord who wanted the tenant 
who was moving out to show the 
apartment. It wasn't a question of 
allowing access. The landlord 
said, "I'll send the people over 
and you show them the apart-
ment." The tenant wanted to 
know if he had to do that. 





the repairs are 
going to be 






Renters in the Twin Cities face a variety of housing problems. One proposed solution is the repair and 
deduct bill which passed the House in the state legislature and was in the Senate Judiciary Committee when 
the last session ended. Below are two interviews in which this bill and other issues facing tenants are discussed. 
One is with Tom Burke of the St. Paul Tenants Union recorded by the Opinion staff and the other is with 
Robert Tennessen, a State Senator and member of the Judiciary Committee recorded by Mark Anfinson. 
making accusations about a ten-
ant having other people living in 
their apartment. Another one was 
about some people who had lost 
their jobs and had to break a 
lease. Another call was over a dis-
pute as to when the notice that the 
tenant was going to vacate was de-
livered to the landlord. 
Opinion - Can you make a 
generalization about the kinds of 
complaints that you get on the 
phones? 
Burke - We get about 200 calls a 
week. The bulk of the calls, pro-
bably 40%, deal with two prob-
lems: damage deposits and 
repairs. After that it's just any-
thing you can imagine-discrimin-
ation complaints, rent increases, 
eviction proceedings, problems 
with neighbors, rent credits, gen-
eral problems with nasty land-
lords, parking problems, all kinds 
of things. 
Opinion - Have you gotten any 
complaints about discrimination 
against gays or lesbians since the 
partial repeal of the human rights 
ordinance in St. Paul last spring? 
Burke - No. It doesn' t seem to 
have made any difference what 
the law is in this area. There was 
discrimination before the vote and 
I'm sure there is still discrimina-
tion, but we haven't received any 
complaints. 
Opinion - Is this general bad hous-
ing situation going to get worse? 
Burke - There's no reason to think 
it's going to get any better. There 
is no construction going on. In 
housing there's maybe a five year 
lead time, in terms of turning the 
situation around, because you're 
dealing with questions of mort-
gage rates and acquiring property 
and the time it takes to plan a 
building and then build it. So if 
today, all of a sudden, the mort-
gage rates went down and the gov-
ernment came out with new pro-
grams that were going to build all 
this housing, it would be five years 
before that housing showed up 
and had an impact on the in-
dustry. But mortgage rates are go-
ing up and the government has no 
programs at the moment. 
REPAIR AND DEDUCT BILL 
Opinion - The Tenants Union has 
done some work in bringing a re-
pair and deduct bill before the 
legislature. Can you describe what 
that is about? 
Burke - The repair and deduct bill 
is a very simple concept. The basic 
idea is that when the landlord 
won't make repairs, the tenants 
are authorized to make the repairs 
themselves and take the cost off 
the rent. It's a principle that's em-
bodied in about 20 other state 
laws including North and South 
Dakota. What such a bill does is 
to give the tenant a direct enforce-
ment mechanism for the land-
lord's duty to make repairs. 
In 1971 the Minnesota legis-
lature passed the covenants act 
specifying that the landlord had a 
duty to make repairs. Unfor-
tunately, as the legislature is wont 
to do, they provided a right with-
out a remedy. It was left up to the 
Supreme Court to come up with 
some remedy and they came up 
with the remedy of rent withhold-
ing., I hate that because it doesn't 
accomplish what it's supposed to 
do. It doesn't accomplish the 
repair. It is just a method of pres-
suring the landlord. It's a risky 
thing particularly in light of a 
Minnesota Supreme Court deci-
sion this year because it comes up 
Tom Burke 
Tom Burke is the office coordi-
nator of the St. Paul Tenants 
Union. The Union provides infor-
mation on tenants' rights as well 
as advocacy in dealing with land-
lords, the city and state agencies. 
Occasionally it assists in court 
cases on behalf of tenants. The 
Union has been a non-profit cor-
poration since 1972. Burke has 
worked for the Union for a little 
over two years. He is a graduate 
of Stanford Law School and ran 
unsuccessfully for the St. Paul 
City rouncil last spring. 
gives the tenant direct control over 
the property. I said earlier we're in 
a situation where the landlords 
can cut down on maintenance ex-
penditures simply because the eco-
nomics of the situation allows 
them to. Tenants will put up with 
a lot more if they haven't got any 
place to go. Landlords always 
have discretion to decide when the 
repairs are going to be made. This 
bill takes away that discretion 
from them. 
Opinion - When was this bill first 
introduced? 
Burke - 1976. 
Opinion - Who authored the bill? 
Burke - It was authored by Legal 
Aid and the Tenants Unions in 
both Minneapolis and St. Paul, 
but mainly Legal Aid. 
Opinion - Where does it sit now? 
Burke - It doesn't sit anywhere 
because we're in between sessions. 
It got passed through the House 
the - very first year in amended 
form and then got hung up in the 
Senate Judiciary Committee. 
Landlords say that the bill will in-
te,rrupt their cash flow. It's real in-
teresting because landlords inter-
rupt tenants cash flow all the time. 
They raise rents. They keep 
damage deposits for three weeks 
after the tenant has had to come 
up with a new damage deposit and 
find a new place to live. There's a 
prejudice in the legislature in 
favor of business. It seemed to 
make no impression on them at all 
that 20 other states have this law 
and there is no discernable dif-
ference between the housing in-
dustry in Minnesota and the hous-
ing industry in any of those states. 
It comes down to a basic distrust 
of tenants. 
FEUDAL PREMISES 
think the basic premises of 
landlord-tenant Jaw are going to 
have to be changed. More and 
more people cannot afford 
homes. Minnesota has always 
.__ _ _____________ been a state of property owners, 
in the context of an eviction pro-
ceeding. What happens if the te-
nant loses? It had always been 
thought until this year that tenants 
would simply pay the rent if they 
lost on the merits of the case and 
they would be protected against a 
retaliatory eviction assuming they 
had withheld rent in good faith. 
The Minnesota Supreme Couurt 
this year, in a really outrageous 
decision in the Riverside Cafe 
case, said that that wasn' t true 
anymore, that the tenant evidently 
wasn' t protected from a retalia-
tory eviction. 
The Minnesota Apartment 
Association is fighting the repair 
and deduct bill tooth and nail and 
I think the reason is because it 
OPINION 
farmers and homeowners. That 
situation has changed drastically 
in the last 20 years and is continu-
ing to change. Politically and 
economically tenants are a much 
more visible force. The premises 
are still all the old feudal premises 
that whoever holds title to the pro-
perty gets to dictate what happens 
with the property. 
Here's a good example of 
these old premises. Tenants pay 
all the bills on the property: They 
pay the property taxes, utility 
bills, maintenance costs, the man-
ager's salary and the caretaker' s 
salary, profits to the owners, and 
the mortgage on the property. 
And yet despite the fact that the 
tenant may be there for months or 
years paying all these bills, the Jaw 
does not recognize any equitable 
interest that the tenant acquires in 
the property_ 
If you're operating in a severe 
economic shortage, you just have 
to start recognizing tenants' rights 
in the property. You can't allow 
people to be simply tossed out in 
the street in a market like exists to-
day, particularly somebody with 
children . Somebody with two kids 
has real problems today finding 
"Housing ought 
to be treated in 
the nature of a 
public utility." 
an apartment. You go try and find 
a three bedroom apartment these 
days. Find me one. You will look 
and. look and look before finding 
one. 
RENT CONTROL 
Opinion - Where does the idea of 
rent control fit into this? 
Burke - Rent control is wage and 
price controls. My view of land-
lord tenant law is that housing 
ought to be treated in the nature 
of a public utility. It is a basic 
necessity that is heavily, heavily 
influenced by the government, 
whether it be in terms of mortgage 
rates or in terms of housing pro-
grams. The federal government 
has been running the housing in-
dustry since the end of World War 
II in a lot of ways. Rent control 
means regulating the process from 
start to finish to protect the con-
sumers because the consumers 
have no choice. It's not like buy-
ing a car or buying steak. People 
have to have a place to live and 
they have very damn little choice 
about where they're going to live 
these days . 
Rent control does not deprive 
landlords of profit. All rent con-
trol laws allow a: reasonable profit 
to the landlords but what it does is 
regulate the profit. Rent control 
simply keeps a lid on rents . 
Despite all the screams and yells 
of the landlords, there's no indica-
tion that rent control has a nega-
tive impact on the housing in-
dustry. Rent control exists in a lot 
of different cities and those cities 
have no more housing problems 
because of rent control than any-
place else. 
Opinion - What are some of those 
cities? 
Burke - All of Massachusetts 
continued to page 14 
Tennessen 
Opinion - What is your personal 
evaluation of the current 
landlord-tenant situation? 
Tennessen - I haven't seen any 
hard data on vacancies in Minne-
apolis or St. Paul. I've heard the 
figure of 1 OJo suggested by the 
Tenants Union, and that may be 
accurate. I'm not sure about it. 
When you get down to a vacancy 
rate of 1 OJo, it is pretty tight. We 
know from the new housing starts 
that there has been a pent-up de-
mand for new housing of various 
kinds. For the past several years in 
Minnesota there was no housing 
started except subsidized housing; 
the market wasn't such as to en-
courage private development of 
the multi-unit structures. This 
year there are some new structures 
being built privately, which may 
help alleviate the problem, but I 
think that it's geared more toward 
the middle class, upper middle 
class kind of market. Previously, 
with the interest rates as they were 
in Minnesota, no private 
developers would build new apart-
ment buildings in Minneapolis or 
St. Paul because they weren't 
receiving the return on their in-
vestment that they expect. They 
could build them in other states on 
a more profitable basis. So I think 
there is a demand. 
Opinion - Have you received any 
feeling at the legislature that there 
is a problem? 
Tennessen - The only feedback 
that I've heard of is from the Ten-
ants Union. I've not received any 
complaints about residents in the 
Twin Cities unable to rent hous-
ing. 
TENANT'S REMEDY BILL 
Opinion - What have you done to 
promote solutions for tenant 
problems in the legislature? 
TENNESSEN - By working with 
the Legal Aid Society we passed 
the retaliatory eviction legislation; 
the bill to provide for tenant's 
remedies. We were trying to 
achieve a balance in society be-
tween the interests of the owner 
and the interests of the tenants, so 
that o one would be able to hold 
the other hostage; a fair system. 
The tenant's remedies bill 
hasn't been used very much. The 
assertion is that's it ' s too difficult 
to use; it only applied originally to 
areas that had a code. In the last 
session we expanded that and ap-
plied it throughout the state to in-
clude not only code violations but 
to breaches of oral or written con-
tract. So that if the landlord pro-
mises to repair the premises for 
the person moving in, such as 
painting or redecorating, and 
doesn't do it, the tenant will be 
able to enforce those rights in 
court. In the past the tenants had 
a difficult time forcing the land-
lords to do that. 
"The repair and 
deduct bill was 
probably touted 
as being able to 
do more than it 
could do." 
last session of the legislature have 
done? 
Tennessen - One of the things it 
was to do was to allow the tenants 
to make specific repairs that they 
felt needed to be made, painting, 
whatever the problems were, and 
deduct it from the rent. After 
some negotiations and hearings 
the bill was amended to put some 
limitation on the amount that 
could be claimed; $500 in a 12 
month period. $500 in a 12 month 
period isn't going to repair any 
slum property. 
The other. thing is, with slum 
property you are dealing often 
with poor people who don't have 
much experience in ordering a 
house repaired and in dealing with 
carpenters, plumbers, electricians, 
whatever. Another thing is that a 
lot of poor people who are living 
in run down pieces of property 
may not even know about legisla-
tion and what they can do. Also 
the landlords in those circum-
stances really don't care about 
that legislation anyway. I've never 
perceived that it was of great con-
cern to !he slumlords. 
Riverside, and the tenants organ-
ize suth that they all decide to 
repair and deduct; it becomes a 
real economic tool that can be 
used against the landlord. If you 
were the landlord then under the 
bill you didn't agree that the work 
should be done or you didn't 
think it had been done properly, 
you would have to bring a suit 
against the tenant and seek to re-
cover whatever amount was in-
volved. Suppose it's $50. The 
landlord's not likely to figure it's 
economically feasible to do it, yet 
at the same time this type of ac-
tion can put a project in great 
financial difficulty, such th·at they 
can't meet their mortgage 
payments, for example. 
My goal in landlord-tenant 
legislation is to make sure that in 
the long run, and in the short run 
too, that the quality of the hous-
ing stock is improved, and the law 
should be directed towards that 
overall goal. Another goal is to 
make sure that people ha\1e a de-
cent place to live. The other thing 
I think may occur with the repair 
and deduct bill is that a lot of 
=;;:;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;:;;;;;~r:::::::::::::;::= ;;;:=:;:;::::;::;=:=,-i landlords would say that they are not going to bother owning prop-
erty in this state. I'm not so sure In our system there must be a 
proper balance. We have to leave 
the incentive for the landlord to be 
able to make a profit, and at the 
same time insure that tenants have 
decent housing. That balance is 
best achieved in the court system, 
rather than in the street where one 
party can stick it to the other party 
to put up or shut up. 
REP AIR AND DEDUCT BILL 
This gets us into the repair and 
deduct bill. There's a lot of feeling 
in the Judiciary Committee that 
that bill will never get out of com-
mittee unless something in the 
situation changes. There's a lot of 
feeling there that we've come a 
long way in resolving disputes and 
we aren't interested in putting 
them back in the streets where it's 
a battle of nerves . We want to 
have a way to force the landlords 
to make repairs, when they're sup-
posed to be made. But I think the 
striking of the balance means that 
the decision shouldn't be left in 
the hands of either one of the par-
ties. The repair and deduct bill 
Robert Tennessen 
Robert Tennessen has been a 
Minnesota State Senator since 
1970. He is chairperson of the 
commerce committee and a mem-
ber of the finance, rules and ju-
diciary committees as well. He 
-graduated from the University of 
Minnesota Law School in 1968 
and is an attorney with a Minne-
apolis law firm. 
was probably touted as being able '------- ------ - -' 
to do more than it could do. I 
think it's being touted as a pana-
cea; as a patent medicine that'll 
cure all ills. It won't; it won't do 
anything for the slums. The limits 
that were written into it meant 
that there wouldn't be any signifi-
cant repair to any slum property. 
Opinion - What would the repair 
and deduct bill introduced in the 
Opinion - What do the landlords 
think about some of this legisla-
tion? 
Tennessen - Landlords and people 
who are slumlor.ds are really two 
different things . I think there are a 
lot of landlords who are vulner-
able to this kind of repair and 
deduct type of legislation. For ex-
ample, if you are at Cedar-
that the state is in a position to 
provide all the housing the state 
needs. I authored the bill creating 
the Housing Finance Agency. We 
now authorize 600 million dollars 
in bonding for buildings, renova-
tions and so on, and we are pretty 
much near the maximum the state 
can bond. But we're not anywhere 
near providing the housing needs 
of the state. The public sector 
can't do it. 
GOVERNMENT AS 
LANDLORD 
Opinion - Some people have sug-
gested that maybe the best alter-
native for tenants in the future 
would be for the state government 
to become much more involved in 
the creation of r:ental housing. 
You apparently don't regard that 
as a useable alternative. 
Tennessen - To depend solely on 
the state government to provide 
the housing for tenants is not a 
realistic alternative. 
Opinion - Is that because of 
economic reasons or political 
reasons? 
Tennessen - I think both. There is 
no assurance that the government 
is any better a landlord than 
anyone else. I was at a meeting of 
the landlord-tenants slumlord 
· commission on the north side six 
weeks ago where they were claim-
ing that the Minneapolis Housing 
Authority was the biggest slum-
lord in the state. Well, it is 
somewhat incongruous to argue 
on the one hand that the state or 
the city shoul.d be providing all the 
rental property, and on the other 
hand stating it is the biggest 
slumlord. I don't think it's real-
istic to think that the state or city 
or the federal government could 
provide all the housing and I'm 
not sure that it should. When it 
comes to running businesses, the 
government hasn't been very ef-
fective, and I'm not all that 
enamored with creating another 
new system. When we look at 
what we've done with the state 
Housing Finance Agency, with the 
terrific amount of bonding we've 
done in the state to create the 
capital, and then seeing that we 
don't come anywhere near to pro-
viding for the needs that exist; to 
drive the private developers out of 
the state would be an irresponsible 
act which would be destructive to 
everybody who needs decent 
housing. 
"There is no 
assurance that 
the government 
is any better a 
landlord than 
anyone else.'' 
I think some people have the 
idea that the state should own the 
property, and the private sector 
should get out of it; that somehow 
it's immoral for the private sector 
to own real estate to rent out for 
housing. I don't know what it's 
anymore immoral to do that than 
it is to provide food through the 
free enterprise system, to provide 
medicine through it, or any of the 
other basics. 
FALSE DICHOTOMY 
Opinion - Some advocates of 
tenant's rights do make the argu-
ment that the basic conception of 
property rights in the landlord te-
nant area needs revision. Tenants 
actually pay for much more of a 
property interest than the legal 
system recognizes, for example. 
Tennessen - Well, you get into a 
whole philosphical argument here. 
Some people would try to put it in 
terms of a human rights issue. I 
continued to page 14 
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Malpractice Announced as Client Counseling Topic 
By Barb Swan 
Plans for this year's Client 
Counseling Competition at 
William Mitchell are well under 
way. The interschool competition 
is scheduled to be held at the 
school on Saturday, February 3, 
1979. The winning team from the 
school competition will go on to 
compete in the Regionals and, 
hopefully, in the Nationals. It has 
not yet been decided where the 
Regionals will be held, but the Na-
tionals are scheduled for San 
Diego in April, 1979. 
Many changes have been made 
in the program this year. The most 
important of these changes is that 
students participating in the com-
petition now have the option of 
doing it for course credit and for 
satisfaction of their long paper re-
quirement. A student desiring to 
receive credit for his participation 
would have to complete the 
following requirements: 
I . Participate in the Client 
Counseling Competition. 
2. Write a paper on some 
aspect of the Client Counseling 
Competition problem 
3. Participate in one Moot 
court competition, either in the 
fall or the spring semester. 
Upon completion of these re-
quirements a student would 
receive 2 credits and would have 
fulfilled his or her long paper re-
quirement. 
An additional change that has 
been made this year is that each 
participating team is required to 
do one practice interview which 
will be videotaped and then cri-
tiqued by members of the Client 
Counseling Board or Mel Gold-
berg, the competition's faculty ad-
visor. It is felt that requiring the 
practice runs will insure that all 
participants in the competition 
will be better prepared, thus mak-
ing for a better competition. 
The topic for the competition 
this year is legal malpractice, a 
subject that should be of interest 
to all of us as we prepare to enter 
the practice of law. The elements 
of legal malpractice are similar to 
those of medical malpractice and 
other causes of action for negli-
gence. First a plaintiff must show 
that the attorney owed a duty of 
care to him and that the attorney 
breached this duty of care. The 
plaintiff must show that this 
breach of duty was a direct cause 
of injury to him and that he or she 
sustained actual damages. 
The proof of these elements in-
volves several considerations 
which are somewhat unique to 
legal malpractice. Traditionally an 
individual has been thought to 
owe a duty of care only to those 
with whom he is in privity of con-
tract. This is not very satisfactory 
in many areas of the practice of 
law where the parties most likely 
to be injured by an attorney's neg-
ligence are third parties who do 
not have the benefit of privity. A 
prime example of this is will ·draft-
ing. The attorney's negligence is 
not likely to be discovered until 
the client who hired him has died, 
and the persons most likely to be 
harmed by the negligence are the 
intended beneficiaries who do not 
get the bequests which the de-
ceased client intended them to re-
ceive. 
Determining the standard of 
care to which the attorney should 
be held also involves some dif-
ferent considerations. Generally 
the standard used is an objective 
one: what other attorneys would 
have done under like circum-
stances. The difficulty comes in 
determining which other attorneys 
should be used for comparison. 
Medical malpractice cases most 
often use a standard of care based 
upon the standards of practice of 
the local community in which the 
defendant doctor is located. While 
such a local standard may be satis-
factory for many legal malpra_ctice 
cases, arguments have been made 
that when the issue involves a state 
statute or procedure, a statewide 
standard of care should be used. 
Perhaps the area in which proof 
of a legal malpractice claim differs 
the most widely from other mal-
practice of negligence cases is the 
area of causation. In order for a 
plaintiff to prevail in a suit alleg-
ing legal malpractice, he must 
show not only that the attorney 
was negligent but also that the 
negligence was the proximate 
cause of his injury. In cases where 
the plaintiff claims that his at-
torney' s negligence cost him his 
cause of action against a third par-
ty, he must prove not only that the 
attorney was negligent, but also 
that he would have prevailed in 
that cause of action but for the 
negligence. 
For example, suppose the plain-
tiff alleges that his attorney was 
negligent because he failed to file 
a suit on behalf of the plaintiff 
within the period allowed by the 
applicable statute of limitations. 
Before the plaintiff can prevail 
against his attorney he must show 
that he would have won the 
underlying suit had the attorney 
had in fact filed the necessary 
papers in a timely manner. This 
leads to the necessity of trying the 
underlying cause of action, or the 
"case within a cast" as a part of 
the malpractice action . 
The specific deta:ls of the prob-
lem to be used for tilis year's inter-
school competition are not known 
yet. They will be received by the 
Client Counseling Board and dis-
tributed to participating teams ten 
days before the competition. The 
current schedule for those desiring 
to participate in this year's com-
petition is as follows: 
January - Deadline for those par-
ticipating in competition, without 
Credit 
January 15 - Deadline for !st 
Draft, competition for Credit 
January 25 - Deadline for 2nd 
Draft, competition for Credit 
February 3 - Intra School com-
petition 
March 10 - Regional competition 
April - National competition 
Anyone who is interested in par-
ticipating in the competition but 
who has been unable to make it to 
.any of the organizational meetings 
should contact either Barbara 
Gislason 291-1534 or Barbara 
Swan 226-2243 . 
Library Blues: If You Can't Trust Lawyers Who Can You Trust? 
By Sally Oldham 
Have you ever gone to the 
William Mitchell library to do 
some research, only to find that 
the entire series you need is miss-
ing? Or looked for all four copies 
of an M.S.A. volume without suc-
cess? Or, the worst yet, finally lo-
cated a volume, only to discover 
that the chapter you need has been 
cut out? 
If you've experienced these, or 
similar frustrations, you're not 
alone. According to head librar-
ian, Carol Florin, literally hun-
dreds of books are missing from 
our library. Some will be back; 
some are permanently gone. Ms. 
Florin maintains that the real pro-
blem is not the cost of replacing 
the books but rather the stress that 
missing books creates for the fac-
ulty and students. 
Theoretically, only students and 
faculty are authorized to check 
out the library's circulating vol-
umes. The rest of the books are 
for reference use only and are not 
to be taken out of the library ex-
cept by faculty members who 
must check them out. Even so, 
many reference volumes seem to 
find their way out of the library 
and into more remote parts of the 
building (if we're lucky), and into 
attorney offices and student book-
cases (if we're not). 
Bill Green, chairman of the fac-
ulty librarian committee, is also 
concerned about the situation of 
disappearing books . "We 
recognize that there is a problem 
and have been studying it for quite 
a while. However, we don't yet 
know the best solution, " he said. 
There was a discussion of the 
situation at the October 26 faculty 
meeting but no definitive action 
was taken . 
book loss andincrease legitimate 
circulation. She thinks that an 
electronic system would be prefer-
able to using a guard. Ms. Florin 
also suggested that library users 
should perhaps be required to 
check their briefcases and satchels 
at the door. 
When asked what she thought 
the best solution is, Ms. Florin 
stated that studies had shown that 
security systems cut down on Do we want all our shelves to look like this? 
Faculty law . 
library dedicated 
A gift of $25,000 from the Richard Coyle Lilly Foundation has per-
mitted William Mitchell College of Law to establish a faculty law 
library. 
The library, which was recently dedicated in memory of Lilly, a 1908 
graduate of the school, provides research and study areas, library stacks 
for about 6,000 volumes, and a reading lounge which can be used by the 
24 full-time professors, 85 part-time instructors and the student 
members of the law review. 
Named the R.C. Lilly Faculty Law Library, the facility is located on 
the first floor across from the bookstore. 
Lilly's banking career spanned 59 years during which time he served 
as president of The Merchants National Bank of St. Paul, and president 
and chairman of the boaru ur the First National Bank of St. Paul. 
OPINION 
Media 
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Attorney's office; Lawrence 
Rapoport, criminal defense at-
torney, Rapoport and Singer, 
Minneapolis; and investigators 
from the Hennepin County 
Sheriff's Office. 
The final session will be a panel 
discussion on coverage of the 
courts by the media with Pro-
fessor Donald Gillmore, Universi-
ty of Minnesota School of J our~ 
nalism and Mass Communication, 
and court reporters from the Min-
neapolis and St. Paul newspapers. 
Advanced registration is $7.50 
($5 for students); registration at 
the door will be $8.50 ($6 for 
students). 
SBA 
[ ____ __,/ "'-____________________________________________ __. 
SBA Considers Dismissal of Opinion Editor 
A motion calling for the 
removal of Tom Copeland as 
editor-in-chief of the Opinion was 
considered but failed to pass at the 
SBA.meeting of November 12. 
The motion removing the Opi-
nion editor required a two-thirds 
vote under the SBA by-laws. With 
five members absent from the 
meeting, the votes from all eleven 
members present were needed to 
pass the motion. The final vote 
was 9-2 in favor of removal. 
Consideration of this action 
resulted from an item in the Hear-
say column in the last issue of the 
Opinion regarding a faculty 
member and his relationship to his 
students. 
The SBA hearing was initiated 
by the presentation of a petition 
signed by six SBA members. The 
six asked for the SBA to consider 
Copeland's removal for his failure 
to conform to the Opinion's 
policy statement regarding factual 
reporting, and for his failure to 
adhere to the ethical standards of 
the legal profession . 
After Copeland refused a re-
quest by Bob Gjorvad to resign, 
the hearing commenced. Joe 
Pingatore said that the Hearsay 
item was "irresponsible" and a 
grave enough mistake to justify 
Copeland's removal. Dan Butler 
disagreed saying that removal 
would only be appropriate for re-
peated offenses or where malice 
was involved. 
Gjorvad responded that a per-
son is punished for murder even 
for the first time. Charlie Gian-
netto feared that the Opinion 
would be severely hampered by a 
lack of cooperation from the ad-
ministration and faculty as long as 
Copeland was editor. Despite the 
strong words spoken in favor of 
Copeland's removal, several 
members also complimented him 
and his staff on the otherwise high 
quality of the paper. 
Copeland replied that printing 
the Hearsay item was a mistake 
that he regretted. He indicated 
that law school was a time when 
mistakes could be made and some-
thing learned from them. Law stu-
dents are not held to the same 
ethical standards as lawyers, he 
said. Copeland also asked SBA 
members to consider that the role 
of the Opinion is not merely to 
publicize student activities but it is 
also to engage in controversial 
subjects in order to encourage 
thinking and debate. As a result 
the paper is always likely to be on 
the firing line. 
After the vote was taken the 




Law Students Civil Rights Re-
search Council (LSCRRC) places 
students with organizations or in-
dividuals who focus on civil 
rights, civil liberties and public in-
$500 for the Opinion budget. 
There was also further discussion 
as to how future incidents could 
be prevented. 
Some of the background of this 
controversy: 
The last issue of the Opinion 
appeared on October 19. Shortly 
afterwarC!s Dean Bruce Burton 
called a series of three meetings 
with the Opinion editor, his three 
associate editors, and the four of-
ficers of the SBA. Also present 
were Professors Michael Steenson 
and Melvin Goldberg and Assis-
tant Dean Curtis Stine. The meet-
ings were held to discuss ways in 
which to lessen any damage caus-
ed by the Hearsay item and to 
consider methods of avoiding 
such problems in the future. 
Three days after the Opinion 
was distributed Burton ordered 
that all copies be removed from 
the building. None were mailed 
out to the alumni . 
_ An emergency meeting of the 
SBA was held October 24 to dis-
cuss the Opinion controversy. A 
motion was made to close the 
meeting to all but SBA members, 
but the motion was defeated after 
a brief discussion. Several mem-
bers called on Copeland to resign 
but he refused. A straw vote was 
taken to see where the members 
stood regarding his removal 
before the formal hearing process 
was instituted. The straw vote was 
6-7 against Copeland's removal. 
Before adjourning the meeting, 
members allocated $300 to reprint 
the last Opinion without the Hear-
say item. 
Three days later Copeland 
received a demand for a retraction 
from the professor alluded to in 
the Hearsay item. The issue of the 
Opinion was then reprinted with a 
retraction and this second printing 
was the one mailed out to the 
alumni. 
terest issues - where interns can .. ----------------------------.. 
use their legal expertise in an ef-
Moot Court Results 
LSD in Missouri 
fort to affect social change for the 
benefit of this country's most for-
gotten - minorities, the poor, and 
the politically oppressed. After a day and a half of oral arguments the Mitchell team of 
Christine Mayer and Dan Giles advanced to the quarter-finals in the 
Regional round of the National Moot Court Competition held recently 
at the University of North Dakota. 
"One doesn't have to passively 
submit and take all things as given 
in order to make it through law 
school," says Thomas Del Vec-
chio, first year student. Commen-
ting on the recent fall roundtable 
of the Eighth Circuit of the ABA/ 
LSD, Del Vecchio said he gained a 
realization that being a law stu-
dent doesn't mean, as guest 
speaker James W. Jeans put it, 
'checking your courage at the 
dean's office' for the duration of 
school. 
"Rather, one should pu~h, 
probe and question at everv ap-
propriate opportunity-neve1 lit sat-
isfied with the status quo when the 
status quo isn't satisfactory," he 
continued. "It may be that m 
some vague way this realization 
surfaces from the general encour-
agement that law students afford 
to one another, but to hear it from 
an experienced instructor and es-
tablished practicing attorney, it 
suddenly comes across with a solid 
ring of reassurance." 
Del Vecchio and Mitchell's LSD 
student representative Patti Bart-
lett attended the roundtable in 
Columbia, Missouri. Del Vecchio 
said he went out of interest but 
was a little apprehensive about be-
ing a spectator rather than a par-
ticipant. He added that he felt like 
a participant at the various infor-
mal gatherings and business meet-
ings. The student representatives 
from the law schools in the Eighth 
Circuit had group discussions and 
heard about varicus aspects of 
evidence, the main topic of _the 
weekend, from foar guest speak-
ers. 
"All were excel!Pnt,'' Del Vec-
chio said. "Each speaker touched 
substantive issues and problems 
that one would exp>!cl to en-
counter in practice, a~ well as of-
fering the type of 'inside' advice 
and hints that ,>nly can come from 
a practicing attorney with many 
years of experience.•' 
The subject ac tht spring round-
table, which will be held in Min-
neapolis in March, will be privacy: 
Del Vecchio said he's looking for-
ward to that: "I've found that, in 
many unexpected ways, there's 
much to be gain~d from participa-
tion." 
For more information I) Look 
in the placement office Green 
Book; a LSCRRC representative 
will be on campus in January, or 
2) Contact Nancy Cole at 870-
4456. She is the midwest regional 
board member and · can answer 
questions. 
The team of Sally Scoggin and Cass Weil from Mitchell also partici-
pated in the competition. 
Teams advanced during the competition based on their cumulative 
~----- ---- - - - ---- brief and oral argument score. The issues of the problem revolved 
Mitchell Enters 
National Trial Competition 
By Mark Ginder 
William Mitchell will participate for the first time this school year m 
the National Trial Competition (NTC) sponsored by the Young Lawyers 
.\~sociation of the State Bar of Texas and the Texas Bar Foundation. 
I'he inter-school competition will be under the direction of Professors 
Haydock, Steenson, and Goldberg. Over ninety other law schools 
across the country·will participate in the program. 
The purpose of the National Trial Competition is to encourage train-
ing in trial advocacy on the law school level and to allow the students a 
forum for the exercise of their skills. Currently, WMCL students have 
the opportunity for in-class training in courtroom experience on both 
the trial and appellate levels (Moot Court I and 11). Couled with the 
Moot Court Competition (appellate), the National Trial Competition 
seeks to further expose students to litigation on the trial level. 
Each participating law school may enter two teams consisting of two 
or three students selected in an intra-school competition. The nature of 
the competition will probably limit participants to those who are taking 
or have completed Trial Skills or have comparable clinical experience. 
The trial problem shall deal with matters of general interest and 
significance in either the civil or criminal fields. Federal Rules of Pro-
cedure and Evidence will apply in the proceeding. 
The defendant in this years competition faces three charges: harbor-
ing a person for whose arrest a federal warrant has been issued, travel-
ing in interstate commerce to facilitate the bribery of a public official, 
and further conspiring to facilitate the bribery of a public official. AH 
charges, stipulated facts, and statements of the defendant, witnesses, 
etc. are part of the problem package sent by the NTC. 
Participation in the NTC could serve as valuable background ex-
perience for any law student, especially if one believes, as does Chief 
Justice Burger, that there is a lack of trial competence nationwide 
among practicing attorneys. In response to this need, the College has 
already instituted a jury trial requirement for all students graduating in 
1980 and thereafter. Presently this requirement' may be fulfilled in either 
Moot Court I or II or a clinical course. NTC provides interested 
students an opportunity to further their experience in addition to these 
requirements. 
Students interested in competing in the intra-school competition to be 
held near the end of January should pick up copies ,Jf the indictment 
from the drop boxes on the main floor. All those having inquiries or 
wishing to sign up should see Professor Haydock. 
OPINiON 
around administrative law and first amendment free speech. Other 
schools taking part in the competition were Drake University, Universi-
ty bf South Dakota, University of North Dakota, Hamline University, 
University of Minnesota, and the University of Iowa. 
The University of South Dakota and Drake University each advanced 
a team into the National Competition. 
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task force-for med 
A legal task force to advocate lesbian and gay legal issues and to coor-
dinate efforts with similar groups across the country has been formed. 
Participants at a recent Lesbian/Gay Rights Under the Law symposium 
at Hamline University, St. Paul, created the task force which is schedul-
ed to meet in December. The symposium, sponsored by the Minnesota 
Committee for Gay Rights (MCGR), drew about 45 lawyers, legal 
workers and law students. For further information about the task force, 
call the MCGR office at 871-7913, or write to MCGR at Box 4226, St. 
Anthony Falls Station, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 55414. 
Speakers at the symposium reported on the recent defeat of Propo-
sition 6 (sometimes called the Briggs Initiative) in California and on the 
resounding defeat of an effort to repeal the gay rights ordinance in Seat-
tle. Other speakers surveyed the discrimination facing gays and lesbians 
in the courts, and discussed strategies for protecting their civil rights. 
Spouses plan bake 
sale, penny auction 
By Terry Zohlman 
A Christmas Penny Auction 
and a bake sale are two of the ac-
tivities planned for the month of 
December by the William Mitchell 
Law Spouses. 
hotels, and dinner for two at a 
Twin Cities restaurant. They will 
be awarded at the auction; win-
ners need not be present. 
The auction; scheduled for Dec. The auction begins at 7 p.m. in 
6, is open to all students, spouses the basement of the CLE building; 
and friends. Homemade items, refreshments will be served. 
bake goods and some special items The club's semi-annual bake 
will go to the highest bidder. An sale will take place in the student 
airplane ride around the Twin lounge Dec. 9 from 10 a.m. to 5 
Cities is one of the items to be auc- p.m. Coffee and baked goods of 
tioned off. all kinds will be available. Club 
Raffle tickets are also on sale. members advise that this will be a 
- ... ._. __ ~· 
Boards continued from page 6 
proceedings or recommendation 
for discipline. 
When a formal hearing has 
been ordered in a judicial board 
proceeding in which the subject 
matter is generally known to the 
public and in which there is broad 
public interest, and in which con-
fidence in the administration of 
justice is threatened due to lack of 
information concerning the status 
of the proceeding and re-
quirements of due process, the 
judicial board may issue one or 
more short announcements con-
firming the hearing, clarifying the 
procedural aspects and defending 
the right of a judge to a fair hear-
ing. 
be reprim 1n,leJ; or four, the 
board should petition the ocurt 
for disciplinary action. 
The courts have said several 
times that it is impossible to 
enumerate and define every of-
fense for which an attorney or 
judge could be disciplined. The 
statutes themselves deal more with 
investigc.'tive procedure than the 
substance of the wrongdoing. 
Courts have looked at the Code of 
Professional Responsibility and 
the Code of Judicial Conduct and 
have also looked at the general 
the Lawyers· ooaro. 
Even though its role is only ad-
visory, the commit:e provides for 
a hearing, Levine explained. The 
length of the hearings vary. In 
some cases, the facts aren't in 
dispute; in others, the committee 
must resolve a fact dispute. Hear-
ings may be_ held for other 
reasons, Levine added, including 
testing a comvlaint's credibility, 
discussing a dispute in the law, or 
finding out a party's reason for 
his/her conduct. 
moral and ethical standards ex- There are 65 peopk on the local 
pected of judicial officers by the ethics committee; 20 per cent are 
community. {Sarisohn v. Ap- lay persons, as required -by 
pellate Div. Second Dept., S.Ct. supreme court rules. The commit-
of St. of N.Y., 265 F. Supp. 455 tee works in panels, with 22 peo-
The lawyers' board rules direct {E.D.N.Y., 1967)). pie serving on each panel and one 
confidentiality except in pre- panel handling each case. Persons 
ceedings before the supr,!m: Complaints to the lawyers' interested in serving on the com-
court, upon request of the l .. wyer board are referred to the district mittee apply and are selected by 
affected, or where permitt:d by bar association for investigation. the committee's officers. One-
the supreme court. The di-ect•.:>r of Until a few years ago, the county third of the committee changes 
the lawyer's board may disclose board could actually impose a every year for several reasons, 
the fact that the matte; .s or is not sanction, except for probation or Levine said: The investigations are 
being investigated, the: fact that disbarment, according to John time-consuming, and committee 
the director determined discipline Levine, co-chairperson of the members "burn out." The mood 
is not warranted or a warning was Ethics Committee of the Hen- of the bar is becoming more lib-
given, or that the panel determin- nepin County Bar Association. era! and the committee should 
ed one, the complaint was not Recently the committee was re- reflect that. And thirdly, it is im-
warranted; two, a warning should duced to advisory capacity and portant to get new ideas on the 
be given; three, the lawyer should now makes recommendations to committee. ~~-!J-7 I _ _ J. 11!1&:.-J&~ JI m.&&2 ~ g-qr-
Quotable quote 
Prizes are a weekend for two at good time to stock up for , , ... the doctrine is too deeply implanted in the law to be uprooted for no bette1 
one of the Twin Cities' major Christmas. 
----------=------ - --- - -1111 reason than that it is illogical." Schmidt v. Minor (1921) 184 N.W. 964. 
Clinic continued from page 1 ~ ..... ~ilaK~ ~ • • T '!' 
William Mitchell was one of 29 
law schools receiving grants under 
the HEW program. The school 
plans to maintain the juvenile law 
clinic as part of its overall clinical 
program and will be seeking to 
hire a full-time professor to teach 
the clinic and related courses in 
the next academi~ year. The 
school currently offers a juvenile 
law clinic taught by Tim Dunn, 
Tim Dwyer and John Hughes, pri-
vate _  practitioners who specialize 
in juvenile law. 
cil on Legal Education and Pro-
f essional Survey first among law 
school clinical programs in 1976-
77 because of the number of 
courses offered each academic 
year, the variety of courses bf-
fered, and the num~er of studin.ts 
involved. · ·· 
The overall clinical program at 
Mitchell was ranked by the Coun-
The $1 million Title XI HEW 
funds distributed to 29 law 
schools around the country were 
the first funds ever allocated for 
clinical education programs by the 
federal government. Congress in-
creased the allocation of $2 
million for next year. 
; 
Poem 
Darkness, a city of gray solemnity 
closing up after a day of labor; 
Soot enc~sing the air, 
smoke burning delicate tissues. 
Evidence of industry 
day in 
day out 
slowly engulfing life in repetition, 
bringing to an end-imagination. 
A snowflake, a light, an end 
to the dreariness accompanying twilight 
floating down softly to land 
on a blade of grass 
dusty by industrial debris 
more 
and more 
until the whole city is a mirage 
of purity, reflected beauty 
radiating from every crystal structure. 
Swirling around transparent light 
encouraging a dream like spell 
to drift over the houses, 
the magic of the dancing snowflakes 
invading even the most materialistic minds. 
But it lasts only a short while 
ending as the lights blink out 
and the sun slowly rises. 
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New county attorneys air future plans 
By Sally Oldham 
Despite the surprising triumph 
of the Republican party in Minne-
sota's November 7 election, two 
DFL'ers gained important offices 
- Tom Foley will succeed Bill 
Randall as Ramsey County's At-
torney and Tom Johnson will take 
over as Hennepin County At-
torney, replacing Gary Flakne. 
During the campaign, both 
Foley and Johnson pledged to 
make changes in their respective 
attorneys' offices. What follows 
are comments from the new coun-
ty attorneys as to how they plan to 
implement the changes. 
juvenile division - probably from 
the criminal division." 
Another one of Johnson's cam-
paign pledges was to reduce the 
use of plea bargaining. He points 
out that at present only 5"7o of the 
cases are going to trial while 80% 
are handled through plea bargain-
ing. Johnson maintains that plea 
bargaining "fosters abuse, in-
cluding overcharging of defen-
dants by the prosecutor, game-
playing by the attorneys, prose-
cutor-shopping by police officers 
and even judge-shopping." The 
practice lacks uniformity and dis-
favors minorities. and the poor, 
according to Johnson. 
force with high morale." Whether 
Foley can maintain this atmos-
phere is yet to be seen. Foley 
shares this uncertainty. "A lot 
depends on the transition period 
and how cooperative the staff is," 
he said. "I don't know yet who 
plans to leave and who plans to 
stay. I do have some ideas, 
though, on how to fill vacancies as 
they arise." 
Foley is anxious to implement 
new programs in the Ramsey 
County office. But, as always, the 
problem is funding. "I plan to get 
money wherever I can - from 
federal and state grants and from 
the county board," said Foley. 
Among the programs he hopes to 
develop are a career criminal 
policy (similar to Hennepin Coun-
ty's major offender program), a 
victim/witness counseling pro-
gram (already in existence in 
Dakota and Hennepin counties), 
and an attack on economic crime. 
As for the latter, Foley maintains 
that his predecessor's office "did 
not take on any white collar 
crime.'' Most of the prosecution 
of ecouomic crime was done by 
the Attorney General's office, but 
a federal grant used to finance the 
effort will be running out next 
summer. When asked how he 
plans to r,ay for the crackdown, 
Foley said that he hopes to "focus 
available resources without in-
creasing expenditures.'' 
Just what difference will it 
make to have Tom Foley as the 
new County Attorney? "One of 
the past problems has been that 
there was no direction or leader-
ship from the top. The individual 
division heads controlled the 
policy," said Foley. Foley hopes 
to change that situation by coor-
dinating the office's efforts. Al-
though the votes are in, Foley's 
success as Ramsey County At-
torney will depend on his staff ar-
rangements and his ability to 
secure funds for implementing his 
program ideas. During Flakne's four years as 
county attorney, the staff in-
creased from sixteen attorneys to 
sixty-two. Tom Johnson wants to 
cut the staff; however, there seems 
to be little that Johnson can im-
mediately do because most staff-
ers are civil service. Johnson ad-
mits that the staff reduction will 
have to be a gradual process. He 
forsees that the reduction will be 
accomplished in part through a 
natural rate of attrition. As people 
leave the staff, they will be re-
placed by present staff members 
rather than by new employees. 
Although he admits there will 
be an increase in the number of 
cases going to trial, Johnson does 
not worry that there will be a 
serious increase in the load on the 
courts. "If we have a tight charg-
ing policy, then defendants will 
plead guilty to the original charge. 
The pressure on the prosecutor's 
office to accurately charge will be 
beneficial," said Johnson. 
Presumably, judges will become 
more involved in the disposition 
of cases through the sentencing 
process. Johnson approves of that 
method, "I've always thought 
that's the way the system is sup-
posed to work." 
Hosts continued from page 4 
The second way Johnson plans 
to cut back the staff is through his 
budget proposal to the county 
board. The 1979 budget has 
already been approved so that 
Johnson's proposals would not 
become effective until 19.80. In the 
meantime, Johnson wants to 
make horizontal changes in staff. 
In particular, he plans to shift 
"two or three attorneys into the 
When Tom Foley takes office in 
January, he will be replacing 8ill 
Randall who has been the Ramsey 
County Attorney for twenty 
years. One-source close to Randall 
described the out-going county at-
torney's staff as "a loyal work 
See us 
court states, "Where liquor is fur-
nished in a purely social setting, 
ordinarily it may be expected that 
the. donor will take some precau-
tions to determine the age of the 
recipient or his state of intoxica 
tion." And later, " ... no reason 
occurs to us why those who fur-
nish liquor to others, even on 
social occasions, should not be 
responsible for protecting inno-
cent third persons from the poten-
tial dangers of indiscriminately 
furnishing such hospitality.'' 
In a previous case, the court 
allowed recovery when the de-
fendant who sold or served the li-
quor failed to take affirmative 
steps to ascertain whether the con-
sumer was intoxicated before serv-
ing him. 
This duty to discover the condi-
tion of the consumer was made 
more difficult by the Minnesota 
Legislature in 1969 when it deleted 
the word "obviously"' from the 
section defining illegal sales. Sale 
to one obviously intoxicated 
(usually an overt state, readily 
cognizable) is easier to prevent 
that sale to one who is merely in-
toxicated (which may be determin-
ed by blood content analysis alone 
with no accompanying physical 
manifestations). 
Although the post-1977 liability 
of the social host who donates 
his/her liquor has not been decid-
ed, it is clear that the social host 
who charges guests for the 
privilege of drinking liquor falls 
within ·the flush language of the 
Civil Damage Act and would be 
liable. The Ross case supports this 
result. 
If the intent of the Legislature 
was to relieve the gratuitous social 
host of all potential liability, that 
intent has not been realized. While 
safety has been granted from the 
Scylla of strict liability, the social 
host is now exposed to the 
Charybdis of general negligence. 
The Civil Damage Act's notice re-
quirements, c.urtailed statute of 
limitations. and maximuin liabili-
ty limits are lost The si;ope of 
damages could be widened to in-
clude loss of consortium and 
coimsel. Finally, if violation of 
§340. 73 defining illegal sales is 
held to constitute negligence per 
se, defenses such as comparative 
negligence and assumption of the 
risk, will not be available. 
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Burke continued from page 9 
basically; Cambridge and Boston 
in particular. Washington, D.C. 
just passed a rent control law last 
year. There are a number of places 
in California that are starting to 
pass it after the passage of Pro-
position 13 when all the property 
taxes got slashed and the rents 
went up instead of down. It was 
outrageous. It just exposed the 
fact that the landlord's costs of 
doing business has a minimal im-
pact on what the rent is going to 
be. The biggest impact on rents is 
the market and the market will 
bear almost anything these days. 
What the government did to 
handle the housing problem at the 
end of World War II was build 
public housing. The government 
just spent the money and went out 
and built the housing that needed 
to be built. The government aban-
doned public housing as a pro-
gram sometime around 1960 and 
started going into the concept of 
subsiding housing. the govern-
ment started paying private de-
velopers to build housing by 
means of tax incentives and other 
programs. After fifteen years of 
subsiding the private industry and 
having an awful lot of companies 
make an awful lot of money, we 
now have the worst housing shor-
tage we've had since the end of 
World War II. I think subsidising 
housing is a farce because it 
doesn't accomplish what it is sup-
posed to accomplish. 
Opinion - ls the situation really 
this bad? 
Burke - If somebody wants to 
believe there isn't a housing prob-
lem in St. Paul right now they can 
believe it. Let them believe it. 
COOPERATIVES 
Opinion - Ho\\'. do you see things 
getting better? What has to hap-
pen? 
Burke - There are alternatives to 
having the government building 
and owning public housing. One is 
cooperatives. Cooperatives elimi-
nate two things: they eliminate the 
profit for the landlord, and even-
tualiy eliminate the mortgage. 
That's a big part of what drives up 
rents. Real estate values are sky-
rocketing and everytime one of 
those buildings gets sold from one 
landlord or one developer or one 
company to another, the mort-
gage is increased because, all of a 
sudden, the value of the property 
has doubled and so the rent goes 
up. The tenants are sitting there 
with exactly what they had before 
and their rent has gone up $50 for 
no other reason than that the 
building got sold from one person 
to another. 
Opinion - And in the case of coop-
eratives that wouldn't happen? 
Burke - Yes, cooperatives have 
one mortgage when the members 
purchase the property. But once 
that mortgage is purchased, the 
members can come and go, and 
the title of the building always 
stays with the cooperative. It 
never has to get refinanced. 
VOLUNTEERS 
Opinion - What r.ole can law 
students play in the Tenants 
Union? 
Tennessen 
continued from page 9 
don't think that's really the case. 
That does a disservice to a lot of 
other human rights issues, such as 
freedom of speech, religion, asso-
ciation, freedom of the press, 
freedom from discrimination. 
Opinion - Could you elaborate on 
this? · 
Tennessen - To equate a particular 
piece of repair and deduct legisla-
tion to a great human rights issue 
distorts the whole picture. It's a 
piece of the machinery, which is a 
small part of the much larger 
problem of housing. I think the · 
government must encourage and 
do what it can to insure that good 
housing is created, and I think 
we're doing that. 
Tennessen - Well, to the extent 
that the state .:an act to insure that 
housing is created I think it ought 
to, but I don't believe tharthe on-
ly way to do that i~ to have the 
state own the property. 
Opinion - The fact that about 20 
other states have some form of a 
repair and deduct law would seem 
to be evidence that its alleged 
negative effects are not really so 
sjgnificant according to tenants' 
advocates. Even North and South 
Dakota apparently have such a 
law. 
Study aid: Property I 
To say that repair and deduct is 
a question of a human right versus 
a property right doesn't withstand 
analysis. Historically, a lot of 
people would argue, and I think 
the founders of this country 
would argue, that a society 
doesn't exist for very long where a 
person has no property rights and 
still maintains some human rights. 
I think if you look around the 
world today you'll see that a per-
son who is totally removed from 
economic power, from the oppor-
tunity to realize the fruits of their 
own efforts, isn't very free in 
other matters, in human rights. 
Tennessen - Well you can't look at 
this in isolation. South Dakota is 
basically .a rural state. Even in 
Sioux Falls and Rapid City most of 
the people are home owners. I 
don't know whether that's a valid 
comparison. I guess just because 
another state has a particular law 
doesn't necessarily mean that it 
would be viable here. That's not 
really the test. The test comes 
back to being whether or not the 
overall housing stock in those 
states has improved as a result of 
the laws they have, or at least has 
not deteriorated. In our state you 
can point out several examples of 
where property that was in need of 
rehabilitation has been rehabili-
tated under the existing structure. 
Just because the other states have 
it by itself is not the test. The test 
is, I think, at the bottom line; has 
it provided an improvement in the 
stock of housing available in that 
state? 
Opinion - I take it that you have 
not been presented with per-
suasive evidence that the repair 
and deduct legislation would 
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So when you argue human 
rights versus property rights, I 
think that's a false dichotomy in 
this particular case, because 
nobody is trying to take away 
somebody's human rights through 
property rights. We have many 
laws which protect people against 
discrimination in housing for a 
number of reasons; race, creed, 
religion, marital status, what have 
you. And those I think are good 
laws. It doesn't deprive anybody 
of a human right by having some-
body own property. I think that's 
a false dichotomy and I don't see 
any basis for believing that the 
state ownership of apartments is 
going to improve human rights. I 
don't see how that's going to give 
anybody greater rights. 
Opinion ~ One of the arguments is 
that decent housing is a basic 
human right and where such 
housing is not available, a human 
rights issue is involved. 
Ti!nnessen - Yes. There's not been 
any evidence on this point. 
Op.inion " Do you think.- there is 
going to be_ a repair and deduct 
bill introduced this next session, 
and if so, what do you think its 
prospects would be? 
Tennessen - I suppose there will 
be one introduced. I don't know if 
anything will change from last 
time. If somebody can make a 
very persuasive argument, sup-
ported by some relevant factual 
data then I think we would pass it. 
The factual data has to show that 
it's going to improve the stock of 
housing throughout the state. If it 
has been passed in 20 other 
states, that sort of data ought to 
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Harvard student writes about 1 st year 
Review of "One L" 
By Scott Carlson 
"Tried tonight to read a case 
for the first time. It is harder than 
hell." 
I laughed with benign amuse-
ment when I read of how Scott 
Turow struggled in reading his 
first law case, Monge v. Beege 
Rubber Company. It's not that I 
take devilish delight in seeing 
other law students suffer. It's just 
that I felt pleased in discovering 
that Jaw school for Harvard. stu-
dents really isn't a helluva lot dif-
ferent than for those of us at dear 
old Wi!Iiam Mitchell. 
The only distinction, however, 
is this: No one would give a damn 
about what someone had to say 
about life at a night law school in 
St. Paul. But they might have an 
interest in finding what Harvard, 
the country's top law school, is all 
about. 
In 300 pages of well-paced nar-
rative. Turow gives tis his insights 
into the life of first year students 
at Harvard in his book titled 
"One L." One L, you quickly 
learn, is the designation given to 
the first year students by the up-
perclass members. 
And what I learned in reading 
Turow's accounts of his first year 
triumphs and defeats was that 
Harvard · is only a more high-
powered version of William Mit-
chell. Turow's book reveals that 
Harvard students are slavishly 
devoted to their studies; almost to 
the point of warping their per. 
sonalities. The students work 
themselves up into a feverish pitch 
as they prepare for their first ex-
ams (could they have taken Jerry 
Geis' federal tax?). 
Turow tells of the frictions, ri-
valries and jealousies that develop 
among and between study groups. 
We also learn that some students 
are so terrified about beginning 
law school that they have read en-
tire hornbooks before the first day 
of class for some courses. 
Certain Harvard law professors 
are regarded with dislike while 
others are viewed as student allies, 
those men who understand the 
problems of the One Ls. The idio-
syncracies of the law professors 
are merely a fact of life, Turow 
notes, and while there is a tre-
mendous desire to fight back at 
some professors the students find 
that they are vulnerable. A con-
frontation with their contracts 
professor, Perini, escalates into a 
major problem as the class splits 
on how; the unjust treatment of a 
colleague should be handled. 
If there is anything that sepa-
rates the Harvard student from 
the Wilham Mitchell student it is 
the degree of intens:Jty. While the 
law revi'ew at 'Mitchell is 
gradually lluilding :up its status, 
Harvard stu'dents live and breathe 
to earn select'i,on to the law review. 
A "B" in any class is enough to 
make some students cry and weep 
as they realize their chances of 
making the law review are wiped 
out. 
Turow also notes that there is a 
constant urge for the students to 
try and reinforce their own self-
worth and importance. That 
means that the students slave day 
and night, in a never ending tun-
nel of darkness to reach the eter-
nal goal of outstanding grades. 
Again, failure is not getting an F 
in corporations but merely getting 
less than an A. 
At the same time, I shouldn't 
reflect Turow's view of Harvard 
in a totally negative light. He 
points out the fine traditions of 
the school. He notes how students 
feel a certain pride in being se-
lected to the school. Turow amaz-
ingly finishes his first year with As 
and Bs. 
But he also finishes that first 
year knowing he is a different per-
son. Fortunately, I'm glad that I 
never had to cope with the anxie-
ties of attending a Harvard. 
Maximilian's Mixes Disco and Mexican Food 
By Doug Seaton 
say that Maximilian's of Mexico, 
located at 7717 Nicollet, is not a 
Maximilian's is a disco, rather 
than a restaurant, but with that 
limitation firmly in mind, one can 
bad restaurant. · 
First, the decor is interesting. 
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$500,000. Cost of our Evaluation Report 
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i 
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Generally speaking, disco ambi-
ence runs from early factory to 
neon manic. Maximilian's is actu-
ally a fairly comfortable, tasteful 
place. There is the usual 1-494 
"strip" construction-the wrong 
proportions, tacky materials and 
poor workmanship-but the sec-
ondary decoration is attractive. 
Polished hardwood stripping has-
been installed in three suspended 
planes to raise the too low ceilings 
and the fabric constructions on 
the walls are texturally interesting. 
The furniture and the settings 
have both style and substance and 
the hanging plants soften the 
chrome accents. The paint on 
most of the walls is basic disco 
black, however. 
Second, the food is good, 
though it's in the "commercial 
Mexican" vein. It's not "authen-
tic," but you aren't Mayan or 
Zapotecan and couldn't really tell 
the difference between stone 
ground and steel ground corn 
meal, in any case, so what do you 
care? Since Maximilian's shares a 
kitchen with Chi-Chi's, the straight 
Mexican restaurant next door, 
both the selection and the prep-
aration are better than "disco 
food" generally. And it's cheap. 
And you can dance to it (<;>r before 
and after it), so I give it an 82. 
The crucial element in Maximil-
ian's civility is a compromise with 
classical disco organization, which 
usually means a too-small, single 
space filled with a very loud din. 
Maximilian's has got two spaces. 
One is a disco space (as de-
scribed); the other is a much larger 
dining room raised by three and a 
half feet so that it is halfway to be-
ing a balcony over the disco area. 
The dining area is filled with 
comfortably situated round tables 
and good wicker-seated captain's 
chairs. The hanging plants and 
fabric constructions absorb sound 
and generate a cool, green ambi-
ence. If you let your eyes glide 
lazily over the black-tied waiters, 
starched linen, gowns and spark-
ling serving salvers, it could even 
pass for elegance. 
OPINION 
The basic feeling, though, is 
respite: you can go down and 
dance 'til you're ready to faint 
from heat and oxygen starvation 
in the disco space, then retreat to 
the cooler, pleasanter, quieter, 
night clubby atmosphere of the 
dining area. There you become a 
spec~ator of the "entertainment" 
below and away otf the dance 
floor as you drink many more 
Margaritas than you should. 
The service at Maximilian's is 
excellent. There is a sufficient 
number of waiters (and one lone 
waitress) and 'they are quite good. 
They have few enough tables to do 
their job. They know the food; 
they are pleasant, witty and help-
ful, without being obtrusive. Th,e 
service is slow, however, especially 
as the size of your party increases. 
If your group is large, be sure to 
specify that you want a table in 
the front or you wi!I be placed 
against the back wall. 
Maximilian's drinks are 
generous and not really very ex-
pensive ($I.SO to $2, 25 cents 
more in the evening). Margaritas, 
of course, are the "specialty" and 
they are good, though they would-
n't pass the 25 per cent alcohol 
content test. If you don't want 
your Jack Daniels in a cognac 
snifter, be sure to say so since 
Maximilian's overdoes the snifter 
the way other places overdo 
flambe. The wine list is longer 
than usual, but not extensive. 
There are several excellent choices 
and adequate "gulping wine." 
Food is quite reasonably priced. 
Entrees range from $3.50 to $7 .95 
for the New York Strip steak. 
Though our waiter waxed elo-
quent about the shrimp broiled in 
garlic butter, it was less than excit-
ing. The shrimp appeared to have 
been fresh to start with, more's 
the pity, since it was severely over-
cooked. The gazpacho was truly 
ded beef version with sour cream 
is enough for dinner after a liberal 
sampling of taco chips and guaca-
mole. The guacamole, available in 
both hot and mild versions, is an 
actual prepared guacamole, not 
mere mashed avocado, and should 
be tried. The refried beans are not 
the very best ever, but they are 
good as are the other side-dishes. 
A sampler "Special Dinner" is 
available for hearty appetites and 
includes a cheese enchilada, chile 
relleno, beef taco, beans, rice and 
salad for $6.75. Another "best-
seller," according to the manager 
(although it sounds suspicious to 
me), is the enchilada del mar: an 
enchilada stuffed with crabmeat 
in a cheese-hollandaise sauce. 
The house cheese cake is more 
like a Latin confection-candied 
fruit and nut meats in a heavy 
cheesy custard. It's excellent for 
those who like dessert to be 
dessert. Coffee is good, too, and 
is served with real half and half. 
This is not a place you'd -go to 
for the food alone, but chances 
are you're not going there for the 
food alone. All things considered, 
Maximilian's offers satisfying 
comestibles and drink at reason-
able prices in between the times 
you're shaking your fanny and 
making your moves. 
(Maximilian, in case you want 
to impress the maitre d', was em-
peror of Mexico between 1864 and 
1865. He was an Austrian aristo-
crat who was supported by 
France's Napoleon III and a 
French army. He spoke no Span-
ish, was never within 20 feet of an 
enchilada and was detested by the 
Mexicans, who executed him in 
1867 after he had been over-
thrown. Naming a Mexican res-
taurant for him is something like 
calling a French restaurant Chez 
Kaiser Wilhelm!) 
terrible: vegetables in tepid water. Located at 1-494 and Nicollet 
· Avenue, Maximilian's is open 
The Mexican food itself is sub- Monday through Friday 11 a.m. 
stantial and very · tasty. Chimi- to 12:45 p.m. ; Saturday from S 
changa is the cheapest offering p.m. to 12:45 p.m. and Sunday 







By Howey Cheatum 
The Como Bombers, the Min-
nesota State Class A Chamoions 
and perennial winners of the 
William Mitchell College of Law 
fall football league were de-
throned from the latter laurel on a 
cold, snow-covered football field 
on Saturday, November 19, 1978. 
For the second year in a row, the 
Bombers met Jardine Logan & 
O'Brien (JLO) in the finals. This 
time, however, the Bombers came 
up short losing to JLO 22-6. 
The three weeks of the regular 
season saw the teams sharpen up 
in anticipation of the play-offs. 
The Bombers continued their win-
ning ways to finish the season 
atop the league with 7-0 record, 
the Running Rebels, JLO and 
Lurem, Cheatum & Runn finish-
ing behind them. 
But the real action heats up 
when the play-offs begin. Medi-
ocre players suddenly become 
fleet-footed stars and even the 
likes of Scott Borchert, Eric Jensen 
and Russ Sundquist become pass 
rushers fierce enough to intimi-
date the likes of a Brian Dowling. 
The other semi-final game, and 
probably the best game of the 
play-offs pitted JLO against the 
Running Rebels. Mike Burke 
threw, ran and punted the Rebels 
into what looked like the finals 
until JLQ QB Rick Vanasek engi-
neered a brilliant drive that found 
Bob Gjorvad open in the endzone 
with a minute left to give JLO a 
14-8 come from behind victory. 
And rhat set the ~tage for the 
finals. TT 0 . r<'memhering 1:1<1 
The winning team: Jardine, Logan & O'Brien 
The play-offs yielded few 
suprises in the early going. The 
favorites all won their first round 
games, usually by impressive 
scores, Serlins managed to elim-
inate itself in the first round of the 
play-offs by failing to field a 
team, and Tom DiPasquale's 
scrambling led Illegal Procedure 
to a first round upset over With-
out Redeeming Social Value. 
The second round usually finds 
the quality ball players beginning 
to emerge, and this year was no 
exception. Lurem Cheatem & 
Runn edged the Once and Future 
Atheltes as Lurem's QB Pat Par-
mater found Tom Lovett open on 
a fly pattern and Lovett raced 60 
yards to lead Lurem into the 
quarter finals against the 
Bombers . Meanwhile, JLO 
stymied Illegal Procedure 32-0, 
and the Running Rebels edged out 
Danner's Animals to round out 
the semi-finals. 
year's championship loss to the 
Bombers came ready to play, and 
senior partner Donald Jardine 
braved the brisk November winds 
to cheer for his nameshakes. The 
team did not disappoint him, and 
jumped off to a 6-0 lead in the 
first half as Vanasek found Greg 
Heacox, Lou Tilton and Bob 
Brodin open and able to hang on 
to the ball. 
JLO struck early in the second 
half scoring on a Vanasek to 
Tilton bomb to push its margin to 
14-0. Wojtalewicz led the 
Bombers back and hit Al Shapiro 
to put the gam.: in reach 14-6, but 
could never pull ahead. JLO 
scored again as the game ended 
22-6 and this reporrer went home 
to drin k hot apple cider and get 
ready tor the Fall Brawl. 
Both the Running Rebels and 
Lurem made it as far as the semi-
finals in 1977, where they were 
eliminated, and both hoped to 
fare better this year. But, it was 
not to be. The Bombers scored on 
Football: Lovett, then leave it 
the las( play of the first half 
against Lurem to take a 8-0 at 
halftime. Parmater, hitting Jim 
Rollwagon and Howey Pakola 
moved the ball to the ten, but Jeff 
Anderson picked off a Parmater 
aerial intended for Tommy 
Bruenig and ran it back out 20 
yards to dampen Lurem's hopes. • 
Brian Wojtalewicz then took con- I 
trol and found Timmy Frederick · 
open time and time again as the · 









Jogging may be 
hazardous to your 
health 
By Linda Krohn 
The jogging population has in-
creased astronomically in recent 
years . Along with this increase, 
however, is a jogging backlash-
those that condemn jogging as in-
jurious to health. Jogging fanatics 
will not admit the ill-effects some 
experience from jogging, but these 
effects cannot be overlooked. For 
example, recently three prominent 
citizens died while jogging: Rep. 
Goodloe Byro of Maryland (49 
years old); former chief economist 
for the U.S. Chamber of Com-
merce, Carl Madden (58); and 
Keith Kerney, a 43-year-old aero-
space engineer. A San Francisco 
cardiologist, Dr. Ray Rosenman, 
calls jogging "a miserable post-
collegiate athletic travesty that has 
already killed scores, possibly 
hundreds~" 
Many tests have been con-
ducted to determine the benefits 
of jogging. Certainly, a gradual 
increase in physical activity streng-
thens the heart and increases the 
lung capacity. But does this pro-
tect against heart attacks? Dr. Ar-
thur Leon of the University of 
Minnesota Laboratory of Physio-
logical Hygiene discovered in sev-
eral studies that "the greatest dif-
ference in coronary heart disease 
was noted among those classified 
as inactive and slightly more in-
active." Another study found that 
"a minimum of 30 minutes of vig-
orous physical activity per week is 
associated with 'protection' 
against coronary artery disease.' ' 
Most joggers would over-kill on 
coronary protection according to 
these studies. 
Experiments with animals show 
that the same is true for animals. 
Tests were conducted with pigs 
who ran 25 miles per week on 
treadmills. The results: "They lost 
weight, but examination through-
out the running showed that their 
circulation-a good indicator of 
how likely they were to have a 
heart attack-was no better than 
that of pigs who just sat around.'' 
But to some, this evidence is ir-
relevant. The psycyhological lift 
derived from running is worth the 
risk. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield, for 
instance, believe that runnmg pro-
motes good health. They are ac-
tively promoting exercise and 
other fitness programs. They 
stated in a recent advertisement, 
"We're convinced that people 
who exercise and stay fit help slow 
down the rise in health care 
costs." The ad shows Mavis Lind-
gren, 71, who has been running 
since the age of 62. She testifies 
that since she started to run she 
has not had a cold. 
In Maryland, a candidate for 
the legislature introduced . the 
Maryland Healthy Persons Act of 
1979, a bill dealing with preventa-
tive health care. The bill would 
permit state residents to deduct 
the cost of one pair of running 
shoes from their state income tax. 
The numerous tests, studies, 
and research groups have turned 
out much test data, but none 
claims to be the definitive word on 
the good or evil of jogging. Until 
that time, the debate is on. And 
perhaps iike the test pigs, joggers 
are running to lose weight rather 
than reduce the risk of heart at-
tacks . 
